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Maybe you’ve spent hours in a successful meeting,

Or played a gruelling five-a-side football match with 

your friends.

Perhaps you’ve been on your feet all day shopping,

Or out travelling to explore wonderful new locations.

All these things require effort.

These are both exciting and small adventures of 

everyday life.

The ones that give you real pleasure, purpose and a 

feeling of fulfilment.

As great as they are they can also be tiring.

Now is the time to turn an exceptional or a tiring day 

into a perfect one.

The moment that refreshes you to face new  

challenges tomorrow.

It’s Jacuzzi® time.

It’s not just a matter of hydromassage technology,  

we’re talking about real science that produces authentic, 

all-round well-being.

It’s the best moment of the day.
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the Jacuzzi® brand is an icon. Legendary for performance, 

reliability and ease of use, we set the standard by which all  

hot tubs are measured. And while imitation may be the 

sincerest form of flattery, only 60 years of innovation can 

produce hot tub designs made to the demanding standards of 

the Jacuzzi® brand.

INDUSTRY  

LEADERSHIP. 
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WELL-BEINg 

IS A gOAL.

WORLDWIDE.

Hydrotherapy is fundamental to allow any athlete to get the most of their 

performance. An exceptional aid to recovery after a muscular effort,  

ensuring you are ready for the next challenge.

Like those of the Us ski team, who chose Jacuzzi® as partners to help their athletes 

become leaders on ski circuits around the world.

A perfect union with the world of skiing, Jacuzzi® also confirmed their role as an 

official event sponsor of the FIs Alpine ski World cup. the best for the downhill 

champions, the maximum for you: because for Jacuzzi® athletes are all equal. 
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TIM JITLOFF – WORLD cUP ALPINE SkI RAcER, 
U.S. SkI TEAM.
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First hydromassage  
prototype is created.

First self-contained  
family-size spa is created.

Jacuzzi® create and market 
the world’s first integrated 
whirlpool bath, the ‘Roman’.

new features that can  
be used indoors and  
outdoors are introduced 
such as waterfalls.

THE NAME THAT 

LAUNcHED AN

INDUSTRY 

cONTINUES TO 

REDEFINE IT.

1956 1980s1970s1960s
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the first all-european  
range of spas for homes and 
gardens is born.

Jacuzzi® is now one of 
the leading brands in  
hydromassage innovation.

the experience of total  
immersion and top performance 
for a family spa.

When the seven Jacuzzi brothers immigrated from Italy to the United states, they had  

no idea that a pump they designed for orchards would revolutionise hydrotherapy in  

the home. And while the family’s critical need to change the life of a child triggered this  

therapeutic invention, a desire for wellness pioneered an industry. 

Ground-breaking design and 
legendary Jacuzzi® 
hydromassage the J-500™ 
collection establishes a new 
standard in backyard luxury.

60 YEARS  
ANNIvERSARY vIDEO

1990s 20102000s 2016
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Jacuzzi® has identified the ‘four moods’ that change the way we live today. 

they are the basis of all our collections and ensure that your experience within  

a hot tub is truly ‘whole’.

cREATED FOR

EvERY ASPEcT 

OF LIFE.
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For friends and family time

For that impact in your garden, on your terrace or balcony

For when your body needs enhanced recovery

For a little quiet time

SOcIALISINg

STATUS

HEALINg

MENTAL
WELLNESS
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EvERY 

gENERATION HAS 

EXPERIENcED 

THE DIFFERENcE.

        “It was great after my 

workout at the gym”.

there are some memories you never forget and your first Jacuzzi® hot tub

is one of them. once you’ve sat in our hot tubs, your very next thoughts  

are “when can I do that again?” and “how can I get one in my home?”.  

It doesn’t matter who you are, how old you are and what sparked your  

interest in us, we have just the hot tub to carry on your  

fascination with hydrotherapy.
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“All our friends just loved  

                         coming around”

        “nearing retirement it  

became my new hobby”

“our time with the kids was    

     dwindling, this was the answer”

“For me it was relieving the stress of the working day”
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Whether your outdoor or indoor space is generous, compact or somewhere  

in between, there’s a  Jacuzzi® hot tub to fit. From a lawn fringed patio to 

a roof top terrace, you can be sure that our ingeniously designed and easy  

to install range will be right at home. 

With no need for outdoor plumbing, your hot tub can be conveniently installed 

into an area that best suits the way you live. 

THERE’S A JAcUzzI®

HOT TUB

FOR EvERY 

kIND OF SPAcE.
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BALcONY/
TERRAcE

ABOvE 
gROUND

IN-gROUND

HALF 
gROUND
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Built with your body in mind, the key to our hot tubs is 

harnessing aesthetic design with ergonomic  

style, then underpinning it all with a functionality that 

turns exceptional hydrotherapy into those 

‘must have’ experiences that are uniquely Jacuzzi®.

DIScOvER

THE

BEST OF US.
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         “Designed to standout – designed to blend in seamlessly”.

         “solid structures built to last and perform”.

         “Worldwide patents keep us ahead of the rest”.

All Jacuzzi® hot tubs come with a high density foam cover colour matched to the synthetic cabinets.

options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.

*Available on J-500™, J-400™, Design collection, J-LX® & J-300™ collection.
** the Design collection is available with an optional Winterpro kit.

DURABLE 
ACRYLIC SHELL 

PROENDURE™ 
SYNTHETIC 
WOOD CABINET

CLEARray® 
TECHNOLOgY 

ENgINEERED 
SEATINg 

PROPOLYMER™ 
FOUNDATION

FOAM 
INSULATION

Quieter performance  
helping to maintain water 
temperature and support 
pipe work, whilst still leaving 
sufficient access for standard 
servicing and maintenance.**

state-of-the-art technology 
that sanitises the water 
through the use of  
ultraviolet light.

UV-resistant to withstand 
weather extremes and stay 
beautiful longer.

triFusion™ process with 
reinforced backing for a 
longer lasting,  
crack-resistant surface.

Protects the internal 
equipment from moisture 
and the elements.*

Designed to create an 
ergonomic harmony 
between the human body 
and moving water.
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elite performance moRe Jets Do not eQUAL 

A BetteR HyDRomAssAGe, BUt tHe RIGHt  

Jets Do. FRom tHe PeRFect mIX oF AIR AnD  

WAteR to tHe cAReFUL PLAcement oF eAcH 

eXcLUsIVe PoWeRPRo® Jet, We DeLIVeR tHe 

oPtImAL mAssAGe. AnD tHAt Is WHy tHe  

JAcUzzI® BRAnD Is RecoGnIseD By consUmeRs 

As tHe InDUstRy LeADeR.
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MX2 IX

FX-LFX-LR

PXFX-S

BX FX

NX2FX-R

FX-DRX

FX-DIX RX PXFX-LBXMX2FX-LRNX2FX-RFXFX-S

J-500™, J-400™, J-lX® and J-300™ J-300™ 
EXCLUSIVE

J-400™
J-300™

J-400™ 
EXCLUSIVE

J-500™
J-400™ 
J-lX®

J-500™
J-400™

J-500™ 
EXCLUSIVE

PoWeRPRo® Jets* coLLectIon

poWerpro® JetS collection Key

PX JetFX Small Jet

BX Jet FX Jet

FX Rotational Jet NX2 Jet

FX DirectionalRX Jet

IX JetMX2 Jet

FX Large JetFX Large Rotational Jet

 POWERPRO® FX SMALL
 Based on FX technology, the FX small 
Jets are perfect for a focused massage on key 
pressure points such as your feet.

 POWERPRO® PX
 Perfect for small muscle groups in the 
wrists, hands and legs, the gentle pulsating 
massage can be adjusted for different rates  
of flow.

 POWERPRO® BX 
 exclusive to the J-300™ collection, the 
comforting yet rejuvenating bubbling effect 
massages the calves.

 POWERPRO® FX 
 the unique rifling action creates a 
rejuvenating, spiral stream of air and water, 
perfect for stimulating muscle groups.

 POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL
 Focusing on smaller muscle groups with a 
kneading effect, the FX Rotational Jet stimulates 
surrounding tissue.

 POWERPRO® NX2   
 this directional jet effectively relieves 
tension and strain in the sensitive and hard-to-
reach neck area through a highly focused stream 
of water.

 POWERPRO® RX       
 the spinning RX Jet delivers comforting 
relief to the back and shoulders utilizing 
the highest performance hydromassage the 
Jacuzzi® Brand offers.

 POWERPRO® FX DIRECTIONAL      
 Designed to relieve tension and improve 
circulation, this spiral action directional jet 
delivers a bold, targeted massage to the hips.

 POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL
 With a wide swath that provides an 
exceptional massage for large muscles, the 
rotational action can help overworked, 
overstressed muscles and joints.

 POWERPRO® FX Large
 Focusing on the middle of the back to 
relieve tension and muscle strain, the spiral 
action massage promotes better circulation. 

 POWERPRO® MX2
 Based on the form and function of the 
original Jacuzzi® Jet, the new-generation jets 
deliver maximum volume at a higher air-to-water 
ratio to deliver a bold massage to the muscles in 
the lower back.

 POWERPRO® IX
 creating a stream of effervescent light, 
the combination of LeD lighting and maximum 
airflow creates dramatic champagne-like bubbles. 

* PowerPro® Jets are available in select models in the 
J-500™, J-400™, J-LX® and J-300™ collections. Also 
available in Design collection (except Alimia) and 
Professional ranges (except Lodge). sizes shown  
are approximate.

JACUzzI® EXCLUSIvE POWERPRO®

JET TECHNOLOgY

BX

FX-L

FX-D

IX

FX-LR

RX

NX2

FX-R

FX

FX

FX-S

MX2
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hydromaSSage ReseARcH sUPPoRts tHe 

BeneFIts oF HyDRotHeRAPy FoR stRess, LoWeR 

BAck PAIn, sLeePLessness, Post eXeRcIse 

RecoVeRy,  LeG cRAmPs ,  ARtHRIt Is  AnD 

FIBRomyALGIA.



FX-D

RXMX2

MX2 FX-L

FX-LR FX-RFX-S

FX-LR

FXFX-R

NX2

PX

MX2

FX FX-R

BX

PX

IX
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FX-DIX RX PXFX-LBXMX2FX-LRNX2FX-RFXFX-S

J-500™, J-400™, J-lX® and J-300™ J-300™ 
EXCLUSIvE

J-400™
J-300™

J-400™ 
EXCLUSIvE

J-500™
J-400™ 
J-lX®

J-500™
J-400™

J-500™ 
EXCLUSIvE

eXcluSive poWerpro®  
Jet SyStem

Utilising Jacuzzi® Aqualibrium®, 
the combination of versatile 
PowerPro® Jets, and our 
ergonomically designed seats, our 
products deliver an adjustable 
high-flow, low-pressure 
hydromassage that feels like  
no other.

THE RX JET THERAPY SEAT

the spinning RX Jet delivers 
comforting relief to the 
back and shoulders utilising 
the highest performance 
hydromassage the Jacuzzi® 
brand offers. this customer 
favorite seat is available in our 
J-500™, J-400™ and  J-LX® 

collections.

THE MX2 JET THERAPY SEAT

the deeply contoured bold 
lower back seat supports your 
body in the ideal position for 
a powerful maximum volume 
and low pressure deep tissue 
massage. Recognised as our 
original Jacuzzi® Jet, the mX2 
Jet seat delivers a concentrated 
massage especially effective for 
larger muscles in the lower back.

THE FX-12 THERAPY SEAT

the full coverage neck and 
back seat not only delivers 
deep, adjustable pressure 
to relieve chronic aches and 
pains. the FX-12 seat also 
targets muscle tension in your 
calves and feet for a full-body 
experience.

THE PROAIR™ LOUNgE 

the perfect combination of two 
types of PowerPro® Jets, this 
muscle knot release lounge seat 
stimulates surrounding tissue. the 
upper back rotating massage of 
the FX Rotational Jets eases the 
tension of the muscles along your 
neck and shoulders while the 
rifling action targets the smaller 
muscle groups of your legs and 
lower back.

aqualibrium® 
the perfect mix of air and water.

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

JAcUzzI® HyDRomAssAGe

poWerpro® JetS collection Key
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convenience soPHIstIcAteD yet sImPLe, oUR 

WAteR mAnAGement system Is tRULy DesIGneD 

FoR eAse oF Use AnD eXcePtIonAL PeRFoRmAnce. 

UtILIsInG cLeARray® tecHnoLoGy AnD UP to 

FIVe stAGes oF WAteR mAnAGement, sImPLy,  

JAcUzzI® BRAnD tecHnoLoGy mAkes It eAsy 

to mAIntAIn cLeAn AnD cLeAR WAteR.
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CLEARray® TECHNOLOgY WITH 
PRO3TECT™ AUTOMATIC OXIDIzER
Designed to work with cLeARray® UV 
technology, automatically oxidizing impurities in 
the water.

Low-output ozone has minimal off-gassing 
and prolongs life of equipment longer than 
traditional ozone systems.

the cLeARray® Water management 
system offers clean and clear water. Using 
UV-c technology to neutralise waterborne 
pathogens and reduce the amount of sanitizer 
you use, maintaining clean, fresh, clear water 
has never been easier. cLeARray® comes 
standard on all models and requires a simple 
annual bulb change.

MULTI-STAgE FILTRATION 
Up to five stages of filtration to ensure  
clear water to the finest particle for clean 
water quickly.

WATER CHEMICALS 
ensure your Jacuzzi® hot tub operates at peak 
performance longer with Jacuzzi® genuine parts, 
accessories and water care products.

COvERS 
your first line of defense in water care. From 
basic vinyl to premium PRoLAst™ covers, 
Jacuzzi® genuine hot tub covers retain heat 
and keep water cleaner.

COVERS

WATER
CHEMICALS 

MULTI-STAGE
FILTRATION

CLEARRAY® 

PRO3TECT™

AUTOMATIC 
OXIDIZER

CLEARRAY® 
UV

TECHNOLOGY COMPLETE WATER CARE

H2O

WAteR cARe

            MULTI-STAgE FILTRATION PROCESS

Pleated 
Filter

Surface 
Skimmer 

ProCatch™ 
Filter Bag

ProClear™ 
Filter

ProClarity™ 
Filter

Performance 
Kit 

(sand filter)

J-500™

J-400™

Design 
Collection

J-LX®

J-300™

J-200™

Optional 
upgrade

Optional 
upgrade

Optional 
upgrade

STAGE
FILTRATION

1
STAGE

FILTRATION

2
STAGE

FILTRATION

3
STAGE

FILTRATION

4
STAGE

FILTRATION

5

WAT E R  P U R I F I C AT I O N  S Y S T E M
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When everyone has a picture of their perfect hot tub, Jacuzzi® has to be everything to 

everybody. that’s why we have created 6 unique ranges that deliver to all requirements  

from affordability & performance to style and hydrotherapy.

WHeRe WILL yoU  
                sPenD yoUR tIme?

J-500™

 

LUXURY 
COLLECTION 
our flagship collection brings  
you an amazing combination 
of ground-breaking design, 
technological innovation and  
the now legendary Jacuzzi® 
hydromassage – a new standard in 
hot tub luxury has arrived.

J-400™

 

DESIgNER 
COLLECTION 
Bringing you an experience of 
ultimate well-being through 
uncompromising performance, 
this collection also offers you an 
unrivalled haven of space. A truly 
unique hydromassage experience 
is complimented by an outstanding 
combination of music and lights.

DESIgN COLLECTION
A truly iconic collection, combining 
ultimate hydrotherapy massage 
with the very best design ideas. 
Bringing a new level of customisable 
options to enable you to blend your 
beautiful home addition to any room 
scenario, this range really is a design 
and wellness technology triumph. 
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J-200™

 

CLASSIC 
COLLECTION 
the ultimate choice that combines 
Jacuzzi® reliability, quality and value. 
this is without doubt a perfect 
introduction to the many benefits 
of hydrotherapy using classic 
jets, whilst remaining true to the 
performance and style synonymous 
with Jacuzzi®.

PROFESSIONAL  
COLLECTION
Introduced to cater for a huge 
range of commercial applications 
this beautiful and elegant range can 
be found in Wellness centres, Golf 
clubs, Holiday Homes, small Leisure 
clubs and yachts to name but a 
few. Produced specifically for more 
intensive use this range still remains 
true to all the Jacuzzi® heritage values 
and delivers on every single one. 

J-300™

 

COMFORT 
COLLECTION 
this range has been refined and 
enhanced to offer a much improved 
hydromassage experience. A much 
deeper massage is delivered by 
specifically targeted jets found within 
the Powerpro® therapy seats. With 
a great selection of colours and 
finishes you really can complement 
your environment with ease.
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FIND THE 
PERFEcT JAcUzzI® 

cOLLEcTION 
FOR YOUR 

WAY OF LIFE.

to help you refine your search for the ideal hot tub to fit  

in with your life & home, take a look at the ‘Wellness summaries’ over the next 

few pages. they give you a wonderful insight  

into the hot tubs, their characteristics and what sets them apart.
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YOU WANT A CUSTOMISED SOLUTION
•  You want a versatile hot tub for inside or outside your home

•  When exclusive design is key for your home

•  Can be adapted to suit more intensive use

YOU WANT A TRUE WELLNESS EXPERIENCE
•  You want the ultimate sports recovery

•  You need a big hot tub for a large family

•  You want the best hydromassage

THE J-400™ 
DESIgNER 

COLLECTION
See page 40

SPORTS

THE
DESIgN 

COLLECTION
See page 52

vERSATILE

YOU WANT THE vERY BEST
•  You want to be able to control your hot tub in all situations

•  You want a tub as stylish as your home

•  When design and technology is key

STYLISH

THE J-500™ 
LUXURY 

COLLECTION
See page 34
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YOU WANT ADvANCED MASSAgE TECHNOLOgY
•  You want the best hot tub for an outdoor space

•  You want to relax as a couple

•  A hot tub that can cater for children

THE J-300™ 
COMFORT 

COLLECTION
See page 70

RELAXINg

YOU JUDgE A HOT TUB BASED ON EFFICIENCY
•  You want to lower your running costs

•  You love a clean edged finish

•  You need a hot tub for outside in cold weather climates

THE J-LX® 
ENERgY 

EFFICIENT
COLLECTION

See page 64

cLEAN 
EDgED
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I AM LOOKINg FOR A LARgE HOT TUB FOR  
INTENSIvE USE
•  You need hot tubs designed to accommodate large groups

•  You require a hot tub which can be installed in ground

•  You need the best professional filtration systems

THE
PROFESSIONAL
COLLECTION

See page 98

YAcHTS

YOU HAvE HOLIDAY PARKS WITH LODgES
•  You are looking to buy / replace existing hot tubs?

•  You are looking for a solution to make change over more efficient

•  You have a range of bedrooms to fulfil, 1 to 6 people

THE LODgE 
S, M & L 

COLLECTION
See page 104

YOU WANT THE BEST FOR YOUR BUDgET
•  You enjoy socialising/have a large family

•  You are looking at a hot tub for the first time

•  You want a hot tub that can go through the doors of your home

THE J-200™ 
CLASSIC 

COLLECTION
See page 82

EFFIcIENT

SOcIALISINg
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5-66

RXMX2

MX2 FX-L

MX2 FX-R

FXFX-R

NX2

PX

FX FX-R

BX

PX

IX

FX-D

FX-D

RX PX

J-585™

J-575TMJ-585TM

Combining innovative technology, ground-breaking design and legendary Jacuzzi® 
hydromassage, the  J-500™ Collection establishes a new standard in hot tub luxury.

tHe J-500
tm  

LUXURy coLLectIon

J-500tm poWerpro® 
Speciality JetS

number of SeatS 
at a glance 
in thiS range

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

Speciality
maSSage zoneS
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tHe J-500
tm  

LUXURy coLLectIon

ProTouch™ glass Control 
A simple and easy to use full colour,  
top mounted, waterproof glass touch 
screen control panel.

ProLink™ App 
A mobile technology app that gives you 
the flexibility to manage and take full 
control of you hot tub no matter where 
you are, meaning your hot tub is ready  
to use when you arrive home.

Curvalux™ Designer Exterior 
An innovative woven technology 
designed to match your garden furniture. 

Watercolour™ Waterfalls 
Dual facing waterfalls, one of which is 
combined with a large rotational back 
jets for a focused massage experience. 

ProEdge™ Interior Lighting 
360o fibreoptic technology which 
creates a complete environment of 
relaxation that can be tailored to  
your mood.

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

STAGE
FILTRATION

5

Bluewave® Stereo System  
Wireless stereo system which can 
be controlled via the Protouch™ 
control panel or via your mobile  
device for a great sound experience. 
comes with premium speakers  
and a built in sub-woofer for  
optimised sound.

Upgraded RX Therapy Seat  
with Exclusive FX-D Jet   
the upgraded RX therapy seat includes 
a large directional hip jet for an 
advanced massage experience.

Sleek Cushioned Headrests  
sleek cushioned headrests designed to 
maximise the comfort experience.

5-Stage Filtration 
Ultimate filtration which can be set  
to suit your needs giving the best safest 
and purest water experience.

Quick Drain System 
ensures up to 50% faster, hassle free  
and more hygienic water change overs.

Integrated Corner Exterior 
Lighting 
Advanced and unique exterior lighting 
to set the ambiance in your garden. 

ProLast™ Covers  
contemporary, stylish and 25% lighter 
than standard vinyl options. ProLast™ 
covers are UV resistant and offer the 
same level of durability you get from 
vinyl leatherette. 

ProLast™ extreme is 33% denser 
and 25% thicker than standard with 
a tapered design for use is extreme 
weather climates offering the highest 
level of efficiency. 

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.
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In J-585™

ReFLeXoLoGy Foot Dome

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon

In J-585™ & J-575™

WAteRcoLoUR™ WAteRFALLs

In J-575™

RX tHeRAPy FULL BoDy LoUnGeR

•	Dual	facing	waterfalls,	combined	with	ProEdge™ Interior 
Lighting provide a 360o fibreoptic experience which 
creates a complete environment of relaxation that can 
be tailored to your mood.

•	The	waterfalls	create	a	relaxing	head	and	neck	massage	
to help unwind after a long day and work in  
harmony to provide an exceptional massage for the 
larger back muscles. 

•	The	J-575™ lounger is a fully immersive experience 
with focused and deep tissue massage jets for your  
back and hips to softer less vigorous jet options for the 
back of your legs and feet.

•	The	lounger	has	been	upgraded	and	debuts	two	large	
FX-Directional jets that create a kneading effect, which 
stimulates the muscle tissue in the hips for a superior 
massage experience. 

•	The	J-575™ hydrotherapy seat incorporates comfortable 
arms rests which also include advanced  
PX therapy jets for a pulsating wrist massage. 

•	The	J-500™ reflexology experience comes in a 
variety of forms from a full (J-585™) to multiple half 
(J-575™) foot dome modules that provide an advanced 
foot massage.

•	Positioned	centrally	in	the	footwell	so	that	multiple	
users can benefit from this hydrotherapy massage 
feature no matter where you are sitting in the hot tub.

•	This	massage	capability	is	ideal	to	help	you	unwind	after	
a long day at work, a heavy workout or prolonged time 
on your feet. 
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6
J-585™

the masterpiece in the collection has the most advanced  
technology within it visionary beauty.

Full foot domeWatercolour tm 

Waterfalls

231 cm

231 cm

92 cm
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5-6
J-575™

never just a hot tub, this is an iconic centrepiece with style  
and excellence woven in.

Full body massage 
Lounger

Watercolour tm 

Waterfalls

Lounge 

231 cm

231 cm

92 cm
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6-7 5-6 4-5 2-38-9

RXMX2

MX2 FX-L

FX-LR FX-RFX-S

FX-LR

FXFX-R

NX2

PX

MX2

FX FX-R

BX

PX

IX

J-495™

J-470™ J-480™, J-445™

J-435™

J-425™ J-415™J-495™

Offering you the ultimate wellness experience in a spacious environment with 
uncompromising performance. Music, lights and outstanding hydromassage combine 
effortlessly to deliver a truly unique experience.

tHe J-400
tm  

DesIGneR coLLectIon

J-400tm poWerpro® 
Speciality JetS

IX RX PXFX-L

number of SeatS 
at a glance 
in thiS range

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

Speciality
maSSage zoneS
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tHe J-400
tm  

DesIGneR coLLectIon

ProTouch™ Control 
A fully interactive multi-function  
control panel with a complete touch 
screen solution offering a variety of  
user settings to optimise performance 
and maintenance requirements. 

Speciality PowerPro® 
RX & PX Jets 
exclusive to the collection these  
jets offer a focused massage for the 
hands and wrists Ideal for after a  
long day at work. 

5-Stage Filtration 
Ultimate filtration which can  
be set to suit your needs giving  
the best safest and purest  
water experience. 

Distinct High Back Design 
Designed to give you a product  
look and feel that will subtly fit to  
your environment. 

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

STAGE
FILTRATION

5

Smartseal® Insulation 
this environmentally friendly solution 
achieves up to 20% reduction in 
energy use, protects from moisture  
and reduces noise. Recommended for 
very cold climates.  

Bluewave® Stereo System  
Wireless stereo system which can be 
controlled via the Protouch™ control 
panel or via your mobile device for a 
great sound experience. comes with 
premium speakers and a built in sub-
woofer for optimised sound. 

ProLink™ Remote Monitoring 
the smartphone ProLink™ app used 
as a remote control allows you to 
take full control of your hot tub no  
matter where you are so that it is 
ready to use when you arrive home. 

Status Indicator Light 
this feature situated on the front of 
the hot tub keeps you up to date with 
the performance so you have the 
confidence it will let you know when 
something needs servicing. 

Quick Drain System  
ensures up to 50% faster, hassle free and 
more hygienic water change overs.

Premium LED Lighting  
Advanced ProLite® chromotherapy 
under water, cup holder and headrest 
lights allow you to set the ambiance  
for whatever the occasion.

Adjustable, Backlit Headrests 
Fully adjustable headrests  
designed to maximise the comfort 
including backlights.

OPTIONAL FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

ProLast™ Covers  
contemporary, stylish and 25% lighter than 
standard vinyl options. ProLast™ covers 
are UV resistant and offer the same level 
of durability you get from vinyl leatherette. 
ProLast™ extreme is 33% denser and 25% 
thicker than standard with a tapered design 
for use is extreme weather climates offering 
the highest level of efficiency.   
Ask your retailer about ProLast™ Extreme. 

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.
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•		Advanced	IX	jets	combined	with	chromotherapy	
lighting produces effervescent bubbles to give the best 
reflexology experience.

•		Positioned	centrally	in	the	footwell	so	that	multiple	
users can benefit from this hydrotherapy massage 
feature no matter where you are sitting in the hot tub.

•		This	massage	capability	is	ideal	to	help	you	unwind	after	
a long day at work, a heavy workout or prolonged time 
on your feet. 

In J-495™, J-480™ & J-470™

Foot Dome WItH eXcLUsIVe IX Jet LIGHtInG

J-495™, J-480™, J-470™, J-445™ & J-435™

eXtRA LARGe WAteRcoLoURtm WAteRFALL

J-480™, J-435™ & J-415™

FULL BoDy mAssAGe LoUnGeR

•		Extra	large	double	waterfalls	which	act	as	a	soothing	
water feature and as a relaxing head and neck massage 
to help unwind after a long day.

•		This	combined	with	large	rotational	jets	for	a	focused	
back massage designed to release and sooth aches  
and pains.

•		the chromotherapy lighting controlled via the Protouch™ 
control panel allows you to set the scene and create an 
ambiance tailored to your needs or occasion.

•		The	J-400™ lounger is a fully immersive experience 
with focused and deep tissue massage jets for your back 
and hips to delicate and sensual blowers for the back of 
your legs and feet.

•		Create	that	feeling	of	lying	in	bed	in	total	relaxation	in	
this custom hydromassage setting.

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon
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J-495™
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the largest hot tub in our range and ideal for large families or 
groups of friends who enjoy socialising but also want the best 
massage, music and chromotherapy experience. 

XL 
Watercolourtm

Waterfall

Full advanced  
foot dome with  
IX jet lighting

104 cm
116 cm back

104 cm
116 cm back

279 cm279 cm

229 cm229 cm



5-6
J-480™
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our flagship hydrotherapy hot tub designed to offer 
the ultimate in comfort and luxury, which caters for all 
audiences and family sizes. 

XL  
Watercolourtm

Waterfall

Full body massage 
Lounger

Full advanced  
foot dome with  
IX jet lighting

Lounge 

99 cm
112 cm back

239 cm

239 cm



6-7
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J-470™
 

Ultimate comfort and performance this all seater hydrotherapy hot tub  
also has a raised back with twin waterfalls incorporating an advanced 
rotational massage to help wash all the stresses of the day away.

XL  
Watercolourtm

Waterfall

Full advanced  
foot dome with  
IX jet lighting

99 cm
112 cm back

231 cm

231 cm
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5-6
J-445™

 

Watercolourtm

Waterfall

91 cm
109 cm back

213 cm

213 cm

the youngest of the J-400™ collection stands out for its new design and 
attention to detail. J-445™ benefits from a new heat management system 
for optimal efficiency and energy savings.



5
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neW

J-435™
 

Watercolourtm

Waterfall
Full body massage 

Lounger

91 cm
109 cm back

Lounge 

213 cm

213 cm

the new J-400™ spa with lounge oozes perfection in every detail: it boasts 
a backlit waterfall and integrated cup holders, adjustable pillows and a 
multi-directional control panel, corner courtesy lights and easy inspection.



4-5
J-425™
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our most advanced compact hydrotherapy hot tub,  
designed to go through double doors or into your garden  
building, an ideal solution for indoor or outdoor installations.

Watercolourtm

Waterfall
Half advanced  

foot dome
Variable seat 

heights

86 cm
99 cm back

Inc. child seat

193 cm

221 cm
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2-3
J-415™

 

compact without comprimising on features, this is  
the best small hydrotherapy hot tub. Ideal for patios,  
balconies and terraces.

Watercolourtm

Waterfall
Full body massage 

Lounger
Variable seat 

heights

Lounge 

Inc. child seat
90   cm

193 cm

168 cm

81 cm
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5 4 3 25-6

RXMX2

MX2

FX-LR FX-RFX-S

FX-LR

FXFX-R

NX2

MX2

FX FX-R BX

MX2 RXFX-LRNX2FX

RXFX-LRNX2FX

SANTORINI DELOS,
DELFI

UNIQUE FLOW,
CITY™ SPA

PROFILE,
ALIMIA

tHe DesIGn 
 

coLLectIon

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

profile,
Santorini pro

+ bloWerS

+ bloWerS

deloS, delfi,
unique 

floW,
citytm Spa

RXBXNX2FX

A symphony of form and function, this beautifully crafted collection blends the very best of 
Italian design and cutting edge wellness technology. Once inside your Design Collection hot 
tub, you can indulge in the ultimate hydrotherapy massage – on the outside the customisable  
panels will blend your new home addition seamlessly into any room setting. 

the alimia hot tub haS claSSic JetS

number of SeatS 
at a glance 
in thiS range

poWerpro® Speciality JetS
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tHe DesIGn 
 

coLLectIon

Standard Control Panel 
this LcD designer top side control 
panel is compact and easy to use with 
pre-set programs allowing for a hassle 
free experience.

Design & Finishes 
Above or below ground, with or 
without panels this range is developed 
and designed to be used indoors or 
outdoors more like a piece of furniture 
which is customisable to fit the design of 
your home. 

Hydrotherapy Seating 
each speciality seat offers a unique  
point of difference and is designed to 
create a true ‘wellness path’.

Speciality Blowers  
An advanced air technology which  
offers a softer massage experience.  
Not available for City Spa, Flow or Alimia.

Above or In-ground  
Installations
Designed to offer you a complete  
and flexible installation solution either 
above or in-ground.

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

STAGE
FILTRATION

2

Premium LED Lighting 
speciality multicolour LeD lights are 
designed to allow you to set the 
ambiance to suit your environment 
and create that balance between your 
home and your occasion. 

2-Stage Filtration 
optimum easy and hassle free  
pre-programmed filtration. 

Aromatherapy 
concealed aromatherapy beads 
letting you relax in the aroma of  
your choice.

Sleek Integrated Waterfall 
A contemporary minimalist 
waterfall which provides a relaxing 
hydrotherapy session.

Insulated Cover 
A heavy duty, lockable and insulted  
vinyl leatherette cover to prevent any 
misuse or heat loss whilst not in use. 

Wireless Audio System 
Wireless audio system which can be controlled via 
remote for a great sound experience. 

Performance Kit 
Increased commercial performance, sand filtration  
allows this range to be used in a semi-professional 
environment and reduces maintenance impact.  
Not available for City Spa, Flow or Alimia.

Winterpro Kit 
An advanced insulation which improves performance 
efficiencies in colder weather climates and environments. 
Recommended for improved efficiency in colder climates.

cLeARRAY®

state-of-the-art technology that sanitizes the water 
through the use of ultraviolet light.

OPTIONAL FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.
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In cIty™ sPA
comPAct DesIGn

In UnIQUe & cIty™ sPA
cUstomIsABLe to yoUR neeDs

In PRoFILe
WAteR HAs no BoUnDARIes

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon

•	Inspired	by	the	rules	of	space	saving	Jacuzzi® has 
created a hot tub ideal for urban concepts, balconies, 
terraces and small spaces. 

•	They	feature	compact	aesthetic	lines	enhanced	to	the	
point of offering two side-by-side seats within a space  
of just 2.4m².  

•	Thanks	to	a	limited	floor	load	this	hot	tub	is	ideal	to	
position in any part of your home, whilst the reduced 
height means it easily fits through standard door widths.

•	Elegant,	minimalist	and	refined,	these	hot	tubs	are	
designed to be perfectly in line with the latest trends.

•	You	can	dress	and	style	the	exterior	panelling	with	the	
materials of your choice to perfectly co-ordinate with 
your home environment. 

•	These	hot	tubs	give	the	greatest	possible	freedom	of	
installation: outdoors or indoors, above or in-ground,  
in any environment or situation. 

•	This	innovative	collection	allows	you	to	experience	 
the luxurious deep immersion and beauty of a 
commercial infinity pool in your own home.

•	Profile	is	the	first	domestic	hot	tub	in	the	world	 
that features an innovative overflow grid and  
integrated compensation tanks, with hidden audio 
system contributing to the seamless surface and 
contemporary look. 
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PROFILE
5-6

An infinity swimming pool effect with automatic water levelling 
technology, which refills the hot tub when water is lost through  
use and evaporation, a truly unique and beautiful design.

Aromatherapy Variable seat 
heights

overflow rim. 
Wide seating  

surface

Inc. child seat

Image shown features an in-ground installation.

LoungeDESIgN JAcUzzI®

239 cm

215 cm

93 cm



SANTORINI PRO, PRO SOUND
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Numero sedute · Number of seats
Nombre de places · Anzahl der Sitze

* Lounge · Lounge · Lounge · Lounge
x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8-9

 PREMIUM

J-500 J-575* J-585

J-400 J-415* J-465* J-480* J-495

J-LXL J-LXL*

J-300 J-315* J-325 J-335*

J-375*
J-365
J-355*
J-345*

J-385

ITaLIaN DEsIgN
Flow*

City spa*
Unique*

Delos*
Delphi*

Oxia

santorini 
Pro*

Alimia
Profile*

PRoFEssIoNaL Enjoy*
Alimia Ex.
Virginia 

Ex.*
Sienna Ex.

Built-in

Freestanding

Copertura termica · Insulating cover 
Couverture thermique · Wärmeabdeckung

Numero sedute · Number of seats
Nombre de places · Anzahl der Sitze

Lounge

Bocchette idromassaggio · Whirlpool jets 
Jets d’hydromassage · Wassermassagedüsen

Blowers

Cascata Water Rainbow · Water Rainbow Cascade 
Cascade Water Rainbow · Wasserfall Water Rainbow

Imballo standard · Standard packing 
Conditionnement standard · Standard Verpackung

Imballo per container · Packing for container 
Conditionnement pour container · Verpackung für Container

Poggiatesta · Headrest 
Repose-tête · Kopfstütze

Poggiatesta illuminato · Lighted pillow headrest 
Repose-tête éclairé · Beleuchtete Kopfstütze

Cuscino · Cushion 
Coussin · Kissen

- Light System - Multicolor 
- Coloured Light System
- LED Prolites System

Illuminazione subacquea · Underwater spotlight
Éclairage subaquatique · Unterwasserbeleuchtung

Kit Ozono Corona · Corona Ozone kit 
Kit Ozone Corona · Kit Ozon Corona

Clear Ray UV

Pannello comandi LCD · LCD control panel 
Tableau de commande LCD · LCD - Display

Pannello comandi LED · LED control panel 
Tableau de commande LED · LED - Display

Pannello di controllo ProTouch™ · ProTouch™ control panel
Panneau de contrôle ProTouch™ · Kontrollanzeige ProTouch™

Pannello “Smart Access” · Smart Access Door 
“Smart Access” Jupe · “Smart Access” Paneel

Senza radio · Without radio 
Sans radio · Ohne Radio

- Italian Design Audio System 
- Insound System
- Bluewave™ Stereo System

Telecomando · Remote control 
Télécommande · Fernbedienung

Rabbocco acqua automatico · Automatic water fill-up 
Appoint d’eau automatique · Automatische Wasserfüllung

Aromaterapia · Aromatherapy 
Aromathérapie · Aromatherapie

sEDUTE  · SEaTS · PLaCEs · SITzE

ICoNE · ICONS · ICÔNEs · IKONEN

CoLoRI · CoLoURs · CoLoRIs · FaRBEN

SPA

Bianco · White
Blanc · Weiß

PROFESSIONAL
ITALIAN DESIGN

Silver Pearl PREMIUM

Cobalt

PROFESSIONAL
ITALIAN DESIGN
except City™ Spa,
Flow, Unique

Opal PREMIUM
except J-495

Platinum

PROFESSIONAL
ITALIAN DESIGN
except City™ Spa, Flow
PREMIUM

Midnight
PREMIUM
except J-495, 
J-415, J-LXL

Porcelain PREMIUM Desert Sand
J-500,
J-400 except 
J-LXL

Sandstone PREMIUM

PANNELLI (FINITURE) · sKIRT (FINIsHINg) · PANNEAUX TABLIER (FINITIONS) · PaNEELaUsFÜHRUNgEN
Pannelli personalizzabili

Customisable panels
Panneaux à 

personnaliser 
Persönlich gestaltete 

Paneele

City™ Spa

Bianco I.S.
I.S. White
Blanc I.S. 
Weiß I.S.

Flow

Pannelli personalizzabili
Customisable panels

Panneaux à 
personnaliser 

Persönlich gestaltete 
Paneele

Unique

Sahara
(Legno sintetico
Synthetic wood
Bois synthétique

synthetisches Holz)

City™ Spa
Unique

Pannelli Sasha
Sasha panels

Panneaux Sasha
Paneele Sasha

City™ Spa

Graphite
(Legno sintetico
Synthetic wood
Bois synthétique

synthetisches Holz)

ITALIAN 
DESIGN
except Flow,
City™ Spa, 
Unique

Teak

City™ Spa
Delfi - Delfi Pro - Delfi Pro Sound
Delos - Delos Pro - Delos Pro Sound
Santorini Pro
Santorini Pro Sound

Brazilian
Teak PREMIUM

Teak Profile
Oxia

Silver
Wood

PREMIUM
except J-LXL

Teak Unique Roasted 
Chestnut

PREMIUM
except J-495

Rovere rigato
Veined oak

Chêne à rayures
Gestreifte Stieleiche

Delfi Pro - Delfi Pro Sound
Delos Pro - Delos Pro Sound
Santorini Pro
Santorini Pro Sound

Curvalux™

Silver
Wood

J-585, J-575

Wengé Unique
Curvalux™

Roasted 
Chestnut

J-585, J-575

COPERTURE  TERMICHE · INSULaTING COVER · COUVERTURES THERMIQUES · WÄRMEaBDECKUNG
Ice

(Vinilpelle
Vinyl leatherette

Similicuir
Vinil pele)

PROFESSIONAL
ITALIAN DESIGN
except Flow

Bordeaux
PREMIUM
except
J-585, J-575

Ice
(Sunbed) Unique Silver

Wood

PREMIUM
except J-LXL,
J-585, J-575

Platin Flow Sienna J-585, J-575

Gray J-585, J-575

the only hot tub in the range with a double lounger,  
a wide rim for ease of access and customised large headrests 
for added comfort.

DESIgN kALUDeRoVIc & conDInI LoungeDouble

sleek cascade Wide rim with  
soft headrest

Aromatherapy

230 cm

215 cm

90 cm
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4

DELOS, PRO, PRO SOUND

contemporary minimalist design with a wider rim for easy  
access combined with comfortable headrests which can used as 
cushioned seating. 

Inc. child seat

Wide rim with  
soft headrest

Aromatherapysleek cascade

90   cm
Lounge DESIgN kALUDeRoVIc & conDInI

80 cm

215 cm

190 cm



DELFI, PRO, PRO SOUND
4
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Ideal for small spaces, patios, terraces and balconies – whilst still  
delivering a perfect blend of contemporary design and comfort.

Wide rim with  
soft headrest

Aromatherapysleek cascade

90   cm
Lounge  kALUDeRoVIc & conDInI

80 cm

190 cm

190 cm
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FLOW

®

2DESIgN DAnIeL LIBeskInD

the masterpiece of the Design collection collection, a true work of art 
which is designed exclusively to be used indoors. the perimeter cushioning 
makes this hot tub a contemporary piece of furniture for your home.

Wireless sound 
system

side-by-side  
seats

90   cm
Lounge

200 cm

200 cm

81 cm



CITYTM SPA
2
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DESIgN kALUDeRoVIc & conDInI

For when functionality needs to fit a compact environment and is  
ideal for couples to bathe side-by-side as a solution for balconies,  
terraces and small patios.

customisable 
panels

side-by-side  
seats

80   cm
Lounge 

150 cm

160 cm

75 cm
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UNIQUE
33DESIgN cARLo URBInAtI Lounge 

the ideal design for any kind of environment thanks to its customisable 
panels, this hot tub offers side-by-side bathing and is ideal for couples – 
perfect for small patios, terraces or balconies.

soft integrated 
headrests

customisable 
panels

90   cm

190 cm

150 cm

80 cm
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ALIMIA
5-65-6DESIgN JAcUzzI®

A large circular hot tub with an encompassed hydrotherapy solution 
ideal for couples and small families.

Handles Aromatherapyseat on rim for 
easy access

Inc. child seat

Ø 212 cm

90 cm
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MX2

MX2 FX-L

FX-LR FX-RFX-S

FX-LR

FXFX-R

NX2

MX2

FX FX-R

5-6

J-LXL®

6-7

J-LX®

RX

RX

65

The flat top rail minimalist design of the J-LX® Collection not only looks good, 
but is engineered to exceed energy efficiency standards.

tHe J-LX
® 

eneRGy eFFIcIent coLLectIon

J-lX® poWerpro® 
Speciality JetS

number of SeatS 
at a glance 
in thiS range

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

Speciality
maSSage zoneS
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tHe J-LX
®  

eneRGy eFFIcIent coLLectIon

Illuminated Advanced Control  
A more advanced top side control 
panel which can be adapted to suit your 
maintenance needs with on demand 
features and an easy to read interface. 

Energy Efficient Performance 
the collection is made with 1.5”  
of high density heat retaining backing  
in conjunction with our full foam 
insulation resulting in the most  
energy efficient hot tub in its class. 

Patented Top Deck Design    
exclusive patented flat deck design 
surface unlike any other hot tub  
creating a minimalist look, while the 
stainless steel adds a crisp accent  
to the cabinet corners.

Speciality RX Jets 
the RX Jet is a large directional  
dorsal/back jet for an advanced and 
intensive massage experience. 

Bluewave® Stereo System 
Wireless stereo system which 
can be controlled via remote or  
your mobile for a great sound 
experience. comes with optional 
premium speakers and a built in  
sub-woofer for optimised sound.

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

Mood Lighting  
Filtered LeD lighting for a subtle yet 
exquisite feature allowing you to  
set the ambiance for whatever the 
occasion from fun to relaxation.

Integrated Waterfall   
sleek integrated waterfall with  
LeD lighting offering a contemporary 
minimalist neck massage.

Comfortable Headrests    
the J-LX® headrests maximise 
comfort to ensure relaxation.

4-Stage Filtration 
Advanced filtration which can be 
set to suit your needs combined  
with Jacuzzi® cLeARRAY® PRotect™ 
technology giving the best, safest and 
purest  
water experience.

STAGE
FILTRATION

4

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.
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In J-LX® & J-LXL®

eneRGy eFFIcIent

In J-LX® & J-LXL®

Best In cLAss AccessoRIes

•	ProSteps™ are built to match the hot tubs cabinetry 
and feature a handrail for easy entry and exit with an 
integrated storage compartment.

In J-LX® & J-LXL®

HyDRomAssAGe PeRFoRmAnce

•	The	J-LX® collection delivers exclusive massage 
options with the bold PowerPro® mX2 Jet and spinning 
PowerPro® RX Jet, which are not available in the 
J-300™ or J-200™ collections.

•	The	integrated	waterfall	feature	allows	the	J-LX® 
to provide a relaxing and indulgent neck massage, 
combined with an exclusive patented flat surface 
and the steel detail in the outer corners give it a high 
contemporary design.

•	These	hot	tubs	exceed	energy	efficiency	standards	
without impacting upon the hydromassage performance, 
thanks to 1.5” of high density heat retaining backing 
paired with full foam insulation resulting in the most 
energy efficient hot tub in its class.

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon
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6-7
J-LX®

the most energy efficient tub in its class. this contemporary design 
works really well in a modern city or new housing environment. 

Inc. child seat

Integrated  
waterfall

214 cm

214 cm

92 cm
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5-6
J-LXL®

Inc. child seat

Lounge

save money on your running costs while you socialise in this all 
seater contemporary spa.

Lounger Integrated 
waterfall

214 cm

214 cm

92 cm
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FX-LBX

MX2

MX2 FX-L

FX-LR FX-RFX-S

FX-LR

FXFX-R

NX2

MX2

FX FX-R BX

5-6 4-5 2-36-7

J-375™, J-355™

J-345™

J-325™

J-335™

J-315™J-385™

J-365™

A new generation of enhanced and refined hot tubs, the J-300™ range offers an improved 
hydromassage performance. PowerPro® Therapy seats deliver a more targeted and 
powerful jet for a deeper massage effect. In an array of fresh colours, you can choose a 
design to complement your environment. 

tHe 300
tm  

comFoRt coLLectIon

number of SeatS 
at a glance 
in thiS range

J-300tm poWerpro® 
Speciality JetS

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

Speciality
maSSage zoneS
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tHe J-300
tm  

comFoRt coLLectIon

Illuminated Advanced Control 
A more advanced top side control  
panel which can be adapted to suit  
your maintenance needs with on 
demand features and an easy to  

read interface. 

Speciality PowerPro® 
BX & FX-L Jets 
exclusive to the collection these jets 
offer a more advanced lower back  
and leg massage perfect for recovery 
after a long day. 

4-Stage Filtration  
Advanced filtration which can be set  
to suit your needs giving the best safest  
and purest water experience. 

Smart Access Door 
ease of access to the internal 
components for quick and  
easy servicing.

Bluewave® Stereo System 
Wireless stereo system for a 
great sound experience. comes  
with speakers and a remote control  
for optimised sound.  
Available also without Bluewave®.

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

STAGE
FILTRATION

4

Premium LED Lighting 
Advanced ProLite™ chromotherapy 
under water, cup holder and headrest 
lights allow you to set the ambiance for 
whatever the occasion. 

Reversible, Backlit Headrests  
Reversible headrests offer different  
levels of head and neck comfort and 
include mood setting backlights. 

Illuminated cup holders  
your drink is always at hand with  
these practical and safe solutions to 
avoid spillage.

Watercolour™ Waterfall 
single waterfall combined with 
chromotherapy technology gives a 
relaxing neck massage. 

Smartseal® Insulation 
this environmentally friendly solution 
achieves up to 20% reduction in  
energy use, protects from moisture  
and reduces noise. Recommended  
for very cold climates.  
Also available without Smartseal®. 

ProLast™ Covers  
contemporary, stylish and 25% lighter 
than standard vinyl options. ProLast™ 
covers are UV resistant and offer the 
same level of durability you get from 
vinyl leatherette. ProLast™ extreme is

 
33% denser and 25% thicker than standard with a 
tapered design for use is extreme weather climates 
offering the highest level of efficiency.   
Ask your retailer about ProLast™ Extreme. 

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.
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In J-375™, J-355™, J-335™ & J-315™

FULL BoDy mAssAGe LoUnGeR

•	The	J-300™ lounger combines all the technology of the 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® jet offering giving you a full body 
massage from head to toe.

•	A	fully	immersive	experience	with	focused	and	deep	
tissue massage jets for your back and hips to softer less 
vigorous jet options for the back of your legs and feet.

•	The	lounger	combined	with	speciality	PowerPro® BX 
and FX-L Jets exclusive to the collection offer a more 
advanced lower back and leg massage perfect for 
recovery after a long day. 

In J-385™, J-365™ & J-345™

Foot Dome WItH eXcLUsIVe IX Jet LIGHtInG

•	The	J-300™ reflexology experience comes in a variety 
of forms from full to multiple half foot dome modules 
that provide an advanced foot massage.

•	Positioned	centrally	in	the	footwell	so	that	multiple	
users can benefit from this hydrotherapy massage 
feature no matter where you are sitting in the hot tub.

•	This	massage	capability	is	ideal	to	help	you	unwind	after	
a long day at work, a heavy workout or prolonged time 
on your feet. 

In ALL J-300™ moDeLs
WAteRcoLoUR™ WAteRFALL

•	A	waterfall	which	acts	as	a	soothing	water	feature	and	
as a relaxing head and neck massage to help unwind 
after a long day.

•	This	combined	with	large	rotational	jets	for	a	focused	
back massage designed to release and sooth aches  
and pains.

•	The	Advanced	ProLite™ chromotherapy lighting allows 
you to set the scene and create an ambiance tailored to 
how your needs or occasion. 

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon
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6-7
J-385™

the largest all seater hydrotherapy hot tub in the comfort collection. 
Great for socialising with all your friends and family.

Footdome Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

231 cm

97 cm

231 cm
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5-6
J-375™

our largest hot tub in the J-300™ collection complete with a 
lounger offering you a varied and fully immersive bathing experience 
ideal for a large family or for socialising with groups of friends. 

Inc. child seat

Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

Full body massage 
Lounger

Lounge 

231 cm

97 cm

231 cm
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6-7
J-365™

A mid-sized spacious all seater social hot tub. the increased height 
gives more options for taller adults but doesn’t forget about the rest  
of the family with a seat for everyone.

Inc. child seat

Footdome Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

213 cm

97 cm

231 cm
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5-6
J-355™

A mid-sized hot tub and the only product in our range to offer 
you two low height child seats great for young families. 

Inc. child seat 
x 2

Lounge 

Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

Full body massage 
Lounger

213 cm

97 cm

231 cm



5-6
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J-345™

An all seater social hot tub ideal for families and socialising 
including four hydrotherapy corner seats and a reflexology dome 
for your feet. 

Inc. child seat

Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

Footdome

213 cm

213 cm

92 cm
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4-5
J-335™

Ideal for families and comes with a variety of deep and shallow  
seats with an open plan foot well making this spa especially  
suitable for younger children. 

Inc. child seat

Lounge 

Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

Full body massage 
Lounger

Lounge 

213 cm

92 cm

213 cm
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4-5
J-325™

A compact hot tub that will fit through most household double 
doors into a conservatory or garden building.

Inc. child seat

Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

214 cm

87 cm

193 cm
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2-3
J-315™

A compact 2 to 3 seater hot tub ideal for small spaces, patios,  
terraces and balconies. this hot tub is great for couples and offers all 
the luxuries and technology of the larger products in this collection. 

Watercolourtm 
Waterfall

Full body massage 
Lounger

Lounge 

168 cm

81 cm

193 cm
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J-235™ J-225™J-280™, J-275™

J-245™

J-210™ J-215™

When it comes to value, quality and reliability the J-200™ range is the ultimate 
choice. It has the performance and style synonymous with Jacuzzi®, and is the ideal 
introduction to the many benefits of hydrotherapy that its classic jets can deliver. 

tHe J-200
tm  

cLAssIc coLLectIon

number of SeatS 
at a glance 
in thiS range

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

claSSic
maSSage zoneS

direct JetS

euro JetS

Whirl JetS

rotational JetS

mini JetS

pulSator JetS

luXury JetS

turbo JetS
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tHe J-200
tm  

cLAssIc coLLectIon

Standard Control Panel 
easy to use single button control  
panel with pre-set programs for hassle 
free maintenance.

Classic Jets
High quality standard Jacuzzi® jets 
offer a great hydrotherapy and  
massage experience designed for  
all audiences.

Classic Foot Massage
specially designed hydrotherapy
foot domes offer a classic refl exology
experience, a great solution for
recovering after a long day on
your feet.

2-Stage Filtration
optimum easy and hassle free  
pre-programmed filtration. 

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

STAGE
FILTRATION

2

Premium LED Lighting 
the LeD lights allow you to set the 
ambiance for whatever the occasion 
from fun to relaxation.

Comfortable Headrests   
the soft headrests maximise comfort  
to ensure relaxation.

Built-in Drink Holders   
your drink is always at hand with  
these practical and safe solutions to 
avoid spillage.

Classic Waterfall 
the waterfall feature gives a  
relaxing neck massage or an ambiant 
water sound.

Wireless stereo system for a great 
sound experience. comes with 
speakers and a remote control for 
optimised sound.  
Available also without Bluewave®.

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.

OPTIONAL FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:
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In ALL J-200™ moDeLs
eAse oF Use

•	The	easy	to	use	single	button	control	panel	with	pre-set	
programs provides a hassle free maintenance package.

•	This	is	paired	with	advanced	2-stage	filtration	including	
a top loading filter system, which makes for one of the 
most practical and simple hot tub experiences on the 
market today. 

In ALL J-200™ moDeLs
cLAssIc PeRFoRmAnce

•	The	J-200™ collection offers a complete 
hydromassage experience tried and tested with classic 
Jacuzzi® Jet technology.

•	The	classic	jets	are	positioned	and	configured	around	
the hot tubs to provide a variety of hydromassage 
variables giving you a complete massage solution.

•	Added	to	these	jets	is	a	singe	waterfall	feature	which	
gives a relaxing neck massage.

In ALL J-200™ moDeLs
oPtImUm comFoRt

•	Enhanced	comfort	with	ergonomically-designed	 
seating, incorporating LeD lighting both above and 
below the water.

•	This	combined	with	specially	designed	and	
repositionable headrests for maximising comfort. 

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon
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6-7
J-280™

 

complete relaxations is assured in the largest and deepest  
hot tub in the range.

Foot massage

Inc. child seat

Variable seat 
heights

229 cm

94 cm

229 cm
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6-7
J-275™

 

From fun times to serene retreats, the lounge and seat  
configuration are always inviting. 

Inc. child seat

Foot massage

Lounge 

Variable seat 
heights

Lounge

229 cm

94 cm

229 cm



6-7
J-245™
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Ideal for families of 6-7 people especially with older children  
or as a great social hot tub for adults.                                                                                                                                  

Foot massage Variable seat 
heights

214 cm

92 cm

214 cm
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6
J-235™

 

A family hot tub with a lounger for fun and relaxation.

Lounge

Foot massage Lounge

214 cm

92 cm

214 cm
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4-5
J-225™

 

Ideal for patios or small spaces, this value model  
accommodates up to five adults and offers a pivot bench 
seat for flexibility and comfort.

Half foot massage Wide bench seat

193 cm

213 cm

87 cm
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2-3Lounge 
J-215™

 

this value model is perfect for patios or small spaces,  
featuring a full-body lounge and side-by-side seating that  
accommodates up to three adults.

Inc. child seat

LoungeVariable seat 
heights

198 cm

81 cm

163 cm
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4-5
J-210™

A compact space saving hot tub for 4 people ideal in small  
spaces, patios, balconies or terraces.

ø 198 cm

92 cm
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JAcUzzI® HOT TUBS 

ARE THE MAINSTAY 

OF THE 

WORLD’S LEADINg 

LEISURE & 

HOSPITALITY BRANDS.
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the Jacuzzi® brand has become synonymous with leisure in many ways 

and we are constantly developing commercial focused units that look stunning 

and can maintain their performance through heavy use. 

YOU’LL FIND 

JAcUzzI® IN THE 

MOST EXcLUSIvE 

PLAcES.
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For memories your guests will never forget.

For that unrivalled statement.

For providing that ultimate escape.

For a haven people will want to visit time and again.

HOLIDAY
PARkS

YAcHTS
& cRUISES

HOTELS

gYMS 
& SPAS
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montblanc Hotel Village, Italy



RXMX2

MX2

FX-LR FX-R

FX-LR

FX

NX2

MX2

FX FX-R

enJoy

MX2 RXFX-LRNX2FX

profile pro

virginia, Sienna,
alimia

MX2 RXFX-L

FX-L

FX-L

NX2

NX2

FX

FX
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FX-L

6-7

vIRgINIA,
ALIMIA

6

ENJOY

5-6

LODgE L,
PROFILE PRO

4-5

LODgE M

2-3

LODgE S

7-8

SIENNA

Beautiful and elegant, the Professional range is suitable for intensive use in a wide  
range of commercial applications including holiday homes, wellness centres, golf clubs, 
small leisure clubs and yachts.

body coverage:

cervical (neck)

dorsal (back)

lumbar (back)

hips

palms/Wrists

legs

feet

poWerpro® Speciality JetS
+ bloWerS

number  
of SeatS  
at a 
glance 
in thiS 
range

lodge l, m and S have claSSic JetS, combined With optional bloWerS

tHe PRoFessIonAL coLLectIon
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tHe PRoFessIonAL coLLectIon

Control Buttons  
Different from all our other hot tub 
control panels, the professional top side is 
designed to offer customised commercial 
performance. either pneumatic or 
piezoelectric they are installed close to 
the hot tub rim and designed to be easy 
to use with pre-set programs allowing for 
a hassle free experience.   

Design & Finishes
this range is developed and  
designed to be used indoors or 
outdoors within an in-ground  
situation in commercial or professional 
hospitality environments.

Deep Immersion Seating  
strategically positioned jets in every  
seat offers a unique point of  
difference, whilst deep immersion 
ensures the entire body is submerged 
for complete relaxation.   

Complete Drain System
ensures up to 50% faster, hassle free and 
more hygienic water change overs.

Insulated Cover 
A heavy duty, lockable and insulted  
vinyl leatherette cover to prevent any 
misuse or heat loss whilst not in use. 

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

Booster Kit  
A completely automated system for disinfection and PH 
control with additional filtering and downloadable reports.

Heat Exchanger   
A heat exchanger is an inexpensive, green solution  
that exploits the heat produced by your facility’s  
heating system or renewable energy source. 

Ozone generator   
Designed to increase water clarity and quality in order to 
comply with legislation in commercial environments.

Compensation Tank   
separate water filtration tanks work in harmony with 
the 15 degree angled overflow allows for effective water 
recycling and circulation for content water maintenance 
ensuring a clean bathing environment.

PowerPro® Jets 
Patented Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets 
offer the most superior and advanced 
hydrotherapy experience combined with 
speciality blower air technology which 
offers a softer massage experience.

Premium LED Lighting 
Filtered LeD lighting for a subtle  
yet exquisite feature allowing you to 
set the ambiance for whatever the 
environment from fun to relaxation.

Aromatherapy 
concealed aromatherapy beads  
letting your guests relax in the  
aroma of their choice.

Integrated Steps &  
Child Seating   
Designed for all guests and users  
from adults to children to ensure 
maximum comfort and safety. 

OPTIONAL FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

Options and features may vary from country to country, please ask your local retailer.
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In enJoy, VIRGInIA, sIennA, ALImIA AnD PRoFILe PRo
In-GRoUnD InstALLAtIon

Different to a domestic hot tub, installation is  
in-ground and involves installing a separate spa-pack  
and compensation tank to allow water to continuously 
move through a quartz sand filter where it is cleaned 
before flowing back into the tub for re-use.

only Profile Pro can be installed freestanding with the 
adjacent spa pack.

In enJoy, VIRGInIA, sIennA, ALImIA AnD PRoFILe PRo
sAnD FILteR (sPA-PAck) & comPensAtIon tAnk

the professional spa pack includes:
•	Sand	Filter	(sand	included)
•		Set	of	pumps	(hydromassage,	circulation	and	 

blower compressor)
•		With	or	without	heating	(electric	heater	or	 

heat exchanger)
•	Control	system
•		Compensation	tank	is	available	in	a	standard	or	low	 

height. Profile Pro features integrated tanks.  

In enJoy, VIRGInIA, sIennA, ALImIA AnD PRoFILe PRo
oVeRFLoW RIm & AUtomAtIc WAteR FILL

A distinctive feature of the Professional range and Profile 
Pro is the 15° angled overflow gird around the surface 
of the hot tub. It collects surface water, which overflows 
through the grid to a compensation tank. the water is 
then moved through a filtration system, cleaned and 
pumped back into the base of the hot tub to be re-used. 

thanks to the slant of the grid the water remains at spa 
deck level even if there is a rocking motion, so they can 
be installed on yachts and ships. 

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon
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compensation tank
12 - Water loading/filling solenoid valve (3/4”)

13 - Pre-filters

14 - Overflow

15 - Ground drainage points

5
6 

6a
6b

7
8
9

10
11

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Electric wiring box

Optional: 

Heater (12 kW) 

Heat exchanger

Hydromassage pumps (2+2 hp)

Filtering pump

Quartz sand filter

Safety switch

Temperature sensor

the Professional hot tubs baths are also distinguished by the 
very low noise level of the system. the Jacuzzi® technicians 
have in fact designed the set of pumps, the water heating 
system consisting of the electric heater and of the heat-
exchangers, the compressors for the blowers and an optional 
ozonizer (indispensable to further increase water quality) in 
an independent technical compartment (spa-Pack) that can 
positioned at a distance of up to 6 metres.

thanks to superior quality filtering, the quartz sand filter 
makes these hot tubs ideal for professional use. the filtered 
water flows back to the hot tub through the ground drainage 
point: this method, as well as offering the visual effect of an 
“underwater fountain”, sends the particles deposited at the 
bottom of the hot tub into circulation making them more 
likely to be captured by the jets that send the water to the 
filter. Although it is technically complex, the system is easy 
to manage even by home users by means of pneumatically 
controlled buttons.

Spa and piping system 
1 - Overflow channel with grid

2 - Pneumatic buttons

3 - Connections to plumbing

4 - Perimeter metal supports

Spa-Pack

sPA-PAck
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Spa-Pack Overflow tank Lowered tank

Booster kit 
Professional water analysis and control system.  
A completely automated system for disinfection  
and PH control with additional filtering section and 
downloadable reports.
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tHe LoDGe coLLectIon

LED Control Panel  
even in the dark, Lodge’s controls  
are simple and user-friendly,  
courtesy of the display panel with  
its luminous frame. the system allows 
you to restrict your guest’s functions  
to hydromassage and rainbow. 

Above or In-ground  
Installation 
this range is developed to be used 
outdoors freestanding or in an  
in-ground situation in commercial or 
professional environments.

90cm in Height  
the range is developed to be easy 
to access creating a safer bathing 
experience for your guests.

FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:

Performance Kit  
the performance kit has a sand filter 
and a pump installed outside the spa. 
Designed for intensive use the only 
maintenance required consists of 
periodically replacing the sand.

cLeARRAY®  
state-of-the-art technology that 
sanitizes the water through the use  
of ultraviolet light.

Nordic Kit   
An advanced foam insulation which improves performance 
efficiencies in colder weather climates and environments.

Heat Plus   
the Lodge hot tubs come standard with a 2kW (s and 
m) or 3kW (L) heaters, which can be upgraded for even 
quicker heating performance with an optional 6kW  
(3+3) heater to the 2kW one.

Heat Exchanger   
A heat exchanger is an inexpensive, green solution  
that exploits the heat produced by your facilities  
heating system or renewable energy source. 

Premium LED Lighting  
Filtered LeD lighting for a subtle yet 
exquisite feature allowing you to  
set the ambiance for whatever the 
environment from fun to relaxation.  

Integrated Steps &  
Child Seating   
Designed for all guests and users from 
adults to children to ensure maximum 
comfort and safety. 

Insulated Cover 
A heavy duty, lockable and insulted  
vinyl leatherette cover to prevent any 
misuse or heat loss whilst not in use.  

WAT E R  P U R I F I C AT I O N  S Y S T E M

OPTIONAL FEATURES IN THIS COLLECTION:
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oPtIonAL sAnD FILtRAtIon

optional sand filtration gives long standing assurance of 
hygiene and cleanliness because it traps the impurities 
in the water. It is easy to remove, must be cleaned on a 
regular basis and replaced when necessary.

HeAteR oR HeAt eXcHAnGeR

the Lodge range can be fitted with an upgraded electric 
heater or a heat exchanger, which is an inexpensive, green 
solution that exploits the heat produced by your facility’s 
heating system or by renewable sources. 

to shorten heating time even further you can use the 
heat plus option in addition to the standard heater.

comPLete & QUIck DRAIn®

All the water is emptied out of the spa through a drain 
located in the base. this prevents stagnant water and 
allows you to thoroughly clean the hot tub during change 
overs for your next guests. 

the Quick Drain® device reduces drain times by up to 50% 
compared to standard hose pipes or submersible pumps.

eXcLUsIVe FeAtURes In tHIs coLLectIon
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6
enJoy
DESIgN kALUDeRoVIc & conDInI

compensation 
tank

spa-Pack seats with separator 
(privacy)

Lounge Quiet

A large spa designed for use in public areas within hotels, swimming 
pools and wellness environments. complete with a lounger this spa 
really offers your guests a full wellness journey. 

98 cm

250 cm

250 cm
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6-7
VIRGInIA

A large commercial spa ideal for installation in public wellness 
environments. the practical corner entry steps ensure a safe, 
considerate and unobtrusive bathing experience. 

Porto cervo yacht Village, Italy

compensation 
tank

spa-Pack corner Gloves

Lounge Quiet

98 cm

257 cm

219 cm
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7-8
sIennA

Quiet

our largest all seater commercial spa, designed for use in public environments 
and ideal for large groups. spacious and comfortable this spa allows multiple 
users to relax and enjoy what a true spa experience should be. 

compensation 
tank

spa-Pack

montblanc Hotel Village, Italy

219 cm

257 cm

98 cm
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6-7
ALImIA
the circular shape surpasses the concept of design. Roomy and 
comfortable, it is loved above all by those who consider physical wellness 
and intimacy of the same importance. 

Quiet

compensation 
tank

spa-Pack

Alasia Hotel, cyprus

98 cm

237 cm

237 cm
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5-6
PRoFILe PRo 

An affinity swimming pool effect with automatic water levelling technology, 
which refills the hot tub when water is lost through use of evaporation. 
our only commercial spa which can installed above or below the ground. 

spa-Pack

Lounge Quiet

Image shown is a portable installation.

235(239) cm

211(215) cm

93 cm
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5-6
LoDGe L
5 seats provide a comfortable place for your guests to sit and relax 
whilst an additional lounge seat allows another guest to fully immerse 
themselves in the water, Lodge L is ideal for larger holiday homes.

complete and 
Quick Drain®

Heat Plus

Lounge 

Perf. kit
(optional)

Inc. child seat

90 cm

211 cm

223 cm
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4-5
LoDGe m
With seating for 4 to 5 people, Lodge m is an ideal addition to any 
medium sized holiday home and features ergonomic seating, which 
provides a comfortable place for your guests to sit.

complete and 
Quick Drain®

Heat PlusPerf. kit
(optional)

camping Piani di clodia, Italy

Inc. child seat

90 cm

185 cm

200 cm
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2-3
LoDGe s

complete and 
Quick Drain®

Heat PlusPerf. kit
(optional)

Ideal for smaller holiday homes, Lodge s provides seating for 2 to 3 adults. 
2 ergonomic seats allows your guests to sit in comfort whilst a third 
lounge seat provides a place for another guest to fully immerse their body.

Lounge 

90 cm

165 cm

185 cm
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BRINg THE 

kUDOS OF OUR 

BRAND TO 

YOUR cOMPANY.

montblanc Hotel Village, Italy
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J-585™ J-575™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6 adults 5-6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes

DIMENSIONS: 231 cm x 231 cm x 92 cm - 107 cm back 231 cm x 231 cm x 92 cm - 107 cm back

DRY WEIgHT: 407 kg 407 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,457 kg 2,470 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,666 litres 1,685 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 657 kg/m2 662 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 46 49

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 -

POWERPRO® PX: 2 8

POWERPRO® FX: 8 6

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 10 14

POWERPRO® NX2: - 2

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 5 6

POWERPRO® MX2: 3 5

POWERPRO® RX: 8 6

POWERPRO® FX DIREcTIONAL: 2 2

FILTERS:

Proclarity® Filtration system w/ Grill, skimming Weir and Procatch™ 
Bag + Proclear® Pleated Filter, 

1 - Proclarity® Depth Load Filter, 
1 - Proclarity® 40 sq Ft Filter, 
1 - Proclear® 60 sq Ft Filter

Proclarity® Filtration system w/ Grill, skimming Weir and Procatch™ 
Bag + Proclear® Pleated Filter, 

1 - Proclarity® Depth Load Filter, 
1 - Proclarity® 40 sq Ft Filter, 
1 - Proclear® 60 sq Ft Filter

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: Protouch™ Glass Protouch™ Glass

LIgHTINg: multicolour LeD Proedge™, 2 Waterfalls, exterior corner, Underwater multicolour LeD Proedge™, 2 Waterfalls, exterior corner, Underwater

PILLOWS: 4 4

WATERFALLS: 2 2 

STEREO:
BLUeWAVe® 2.0 Wireless spa stereo system with Aux 3.5 mm 
jack port and Wireless capability; 4 single driver speakers and a pow-
ered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 Wireless spa stereo system with Aux 3.5 mm 
jack port and Wireless capability; 4 single driver speakers and a pow-
ered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground Above ground

cABINETRY: curvalux™: silverwood, Roasted chestnut curvalux™: silverwood, Roasted chestnut

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: 
Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, Desert sand, sandstone, monaco, 
midnight, Porcelain, sahara, caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, Desert sand, sandstone, monaco, 
midnight, Porcelain, sahara, caribbean surf

cOvER: ProLast™ ProLast™

PROLINk™ APP: Included Included

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230-240 VAc 50Hz 32A 230-240 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-500™ COLLECTiOn J-Lx® COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals 
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.
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J-585™ J-575™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6 adults 5-6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes

DIMENSIONS: 231 cm x 231 cm x 92 cm - 107 cm back 231 cm x 231 cm x 92 cm - 107 cm back

DRY WEIgHT: 407 kg 407 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,457 kg 2,470 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,666 litres 1,685 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 657 kg/m2 662 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 46 49

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 -

POWERPRO® PX: 2 8

POWERPRO® FX: 8 6

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 10 14

POWERPRO® NX2: - 2

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 5 6

POWERPRO® MX2: 3 5

POWERPRO® RX: 8 6

POWERPRO® FX DIREcTIONAL: 2 2

FILTERS:

Proclarity® Filtration system w/ Grill, skimming Weir and Procatch™ 
Bag + Proclear® Pleated Filter, 

1 - Proclarity® Depth Load Filter, 
1 - Proclarity® 40 sq Ft Filter, 
1 - Proclear® 60 sq Ft Filter

Proclarity® Filtration system w/ Grill, skimming Weir and Procatch™ 
Bag + Proclear® Pleated Filter, 

1 - Proclarity® Depth Load Filter, 
1 - Proclarity® 40 sq Ft Filter, 
1 - Proclear® 60 sq Ft Filter

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: Protouch™ Glass Protouch™ Glass

LIgHTINg: multicolour LeD Proedge™, 2 Waterfalls, exterior corner, Underwater multicolour LeD Proedge™, 2 Waterfalls, exterior corner, Underwater

PILLOWS: 4 4

WATERFALLS: 2 2 

STEREO:
BLUeWAVe® 2.0 Wireless spa stereo system with Aux 3.5 mm 
jack port and Wireless capability; 4 single driver speakers and a pow-
ered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 Wireless spa stereo system with Aux 3.5 mm 
jack port and Wireless capability; 4 single driver speakers and a pow-
ered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground Above ground

cABINETRY: curvalux™: silverwood, Roasted chestnut curvalux™: silverwood, Roasted chestnut

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: 
Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, Desert sand, sandstone, monaco, 
midnight, Porcelain, sahara, caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, Desert sand, sandstone, monaco, 
midnight, Porcelain, sahara, caribbean surf

cOvER: ProLast™ ProLast™

PROLINk™ APP: Included Included

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230-240 VAc 50Hz 32A 230-240 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-LX® J-LXL®

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6-7 adults 5-6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes

DIMENSIONS: 214 cm x 214 cm x 92 cm 214 cm x 214 cm x 92 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 397 kg 406 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,289 kg 2,298 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,476 litres 1,476 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 632 kg/m2 (approximately) 634 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 36 38

POWERPRO® FX: 21 23

POWERPRO® NX2: 4 6

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 5 3

POWERPRO® MX2: 2 2

POWERPRO® RX: 4 4

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 1 1

FILTERS:

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and 
Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclear® 15” 75 sq ft (hydro)
1- Proclear® 15” 60 sq ft (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and 
Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclear® 15” 75 sq ft (hydro)
1- Proclear® 15” 60 sq ft (circ)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: LeD Display LeD Display

LIgHTINg: Filtered LeD perimeter lighting, underwater light and waterfall light Filtered LeD perimeter lighting, underwater light and waterfall light

PILLOWS: 4 3

WATERFALLS: 1 1

STEREO:
BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system (mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers, auxiliary headphone jack, UsB port  
connections and standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system (mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers, auxiliary headphone jack, UsB port  
connections and standard wireless RF remote

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, monaco, 
midnight, Porcelain, caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, monaco, 
midnight, Porcelain, caribbean surf

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230-240 VAc 50Hz 32A 230-240 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-Lx® COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.



J-495™ J-480™ J-470™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 8-9 adults 5-6 adults 6-7 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes -

DIMENSIONS: 229 cm x 279 cm x 104 cm - 116 cm back 239 cm x 239 cm x 99 cm - 112 cm back 231 cm x 231 cm x 99 cm - 112 cm back

DRY WEIgHT: 517 kg 454 kg 431 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,862 kg 2,724 kg 2,549 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,968 litres 1,817 litres 1,703 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 559 kg/m2 648 kg/m2 618 kg/m2 (approximately)

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 3: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 12 hours yes - 12 hours yes - 12 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 62 52 43

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 8 8

POWERPRO® PX: - 6 -

POWERPRO® FX: 18 12 10

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 6 6 6

POWERPRO® NX2: 10 4 4

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 4 6 4

POWERPRO® MX2: 3 3 3

POWERPRO® RX: 11 6 6

POWERPRO® X1: 1 1 1

POWERPRO® FXL: 1 - 1

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 2 2 2

FILTERS:

Proclarity® Filtration system with Grill, 
skimming Weir and Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter (circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 15” 60 sq ft filter (hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system with Grill, 
skimming Weir and Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter (circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 12.5” 60 sq ft. filter (hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system with Grill, 
skimming Weir and Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter (circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 12.5” 60 sq ft. filter (hydro)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: Protouchtm Protouchtm Protouchtm

LIgHTINg: Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet, 2 waterfalls, 
pillows, indicator light, and cupholders

Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet, 2 waterfalls, 
pillows, indicator light, and cupholders

Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet, 2 waterfalls, 
pillows, indicator light, and cupholders

PILLOWS: 4 4 4

WATERFALLS: 2 2 2 

STEREO:

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo system with 
Wireless capability and Aux 3.5 mm 
headphone jack port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo system with 
Wireless capability and Aux 3.5 mm 
headphone jack port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo system with 
Wireless capability and Aux 3.5 mm 
headphone jack port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Platinum, silver Pearl, sahara,  
Desert sand, monaco

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara,  
sandstone, Desert sand, monaco,  
midnight, Porcelain, caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara,  
sandstone, Desert sand, monaco,  
midnight, Porcelain, caribbean surf

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

PROLINk™ APP: optional optional optional

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 40A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-400™ COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.118
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J-495™ J-480™ J-470™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 8-9 adults 5-6 adults 6-7 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes -

DIMENSIONS: 229 cm x 279 cm x 104 cm - 116 cm back 239 cm x 239 cm x 99 cm - 112 cm back 231 cm x 231 cm x 99 cm - 112 cm back

DRY WEIgHT: 517 kg 454 kg 431 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,862 kg 2,724 kg 2,549 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,968 litres 1,817 litres 1,703 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 559 kg/m2 648 kg/m2 618 kg/m2 (approximately)

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 3: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 12 hours yes - 12 hours yes - 12 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 62 52 43

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 8 8

POWERPRO® PX: - 6 -

POWERPRO® FX: 18 12 10

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 6 6 6

POWERPRO® NX2: 10 4 4

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 4 6 4

POWERPRO® MX2: 3 3 3

POWERPRO® RX: 11 6 6

POWERPRO® X1: 1 1 1

POWERPRO® FXL: 1 - 1

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 2 2 2

FILTERS:

Proclarity® Filtration system with Grill, 
skimming Weir and Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter (circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 15” 60 sq ft filter (hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system with Grill, 
skimming Weir and Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter (circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 12.5” 60 sq ft. filter (hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system with Grill, 
skimming Weir and Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter (circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 12.5” 60 sq ft. filter (hydro)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: Protouchtm Protouchtm Protouchtm

LIgHTINg: Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet, 2 waterfalls, 
pillows, indicator light, and cupholders

Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet, 2 waterfalls, 
pillows, indicator light, and cupholders

Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet, 2 waterfalls, 
pillows, indicator light, and cupholders

PILLOWS: 4 4 4

WATERFALLS: 2 2 2 

STEREO:

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo system with 
Wireless capability and Aux 3.5 mm 
headphone jack port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo system with 
Wireless capability and Aux 3.5 mm 
headphone jack port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo system with 
Wireless capability and Aux 3.5 mm 
headphone jack port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Platinum, silver Pearl, sahara,  
Desert sand, monaco

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara,  
sandstone, Desert sand, monaco,  
midnight, Porcelain, caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara,  
sandstone, Desert sand, monaco,  
midnight, Porcelain, caribbean surf

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

PROLINk™ APP: optional optional optional

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 40A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.

J-445™ J-435™ J-425™ J-415™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6 adults 6 adults 4-5 adults 2-3 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes - yes

DIMENSIONS: 213 cm x 213 cm x 91 cm - 109 cm 213 cm x 213 cm x 91 cm - 109 cm 193 cm x 221 cm x 86 cm - 99 cm 193 cm x 168 cm x 81 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 281 kg 373 kg 361 kg 265 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 1,996 kg 2,037 kg 1,988 kg 1,362 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,401 litres 1,363 litres 1,287 litres 871 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 500 kg/m2 602 kg/m2 (approximately) 476 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) -

PUMP 3: - - - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - programmable yes yes - 12 hours yes - 12 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 46 48 27 21

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 10 - -

POWERPRO® PX: - 2 - -

POWERPRO® FX: 12 9 10 9

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 8 6 4 4

POWERPRO® NX2: 4 6 2 2

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 2 3 3 1

POWERPRO® MX2: 3 3 3 -

POWERPRO® RX: 8 8 2 5

POWERPRO® X1: 1 - 1 -

POWERPRO® IX2: 1 1 - -

POWERPRO® FXL: - - 2 -

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 2 1 1 1

FILTERS:

Proclarity® Filtration system 
w/ Grill, skimming Weir and 
Procatch™ Bag + Proclear® 
Pleated Filter

1- Proclarity® depth load filter 
(circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 75 sq ft. filter (hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system 
w/ Grill, skimming Weir and 
Procatch™ Bag + Proclear® 
Pleated Filter

1- Proclarity® depth load filter 
(circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 75 sq ft. filter (hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system 
with Grill,  skimming Weir and 
Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter 
(circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 15” 60 sq ft. filter 
(hydro)

Proclarity® Filtration system
with Grill, skimming Weir and 
Procatch™ Bag

1- Proclarity® depth load filter 
(circ)
1- Proclarity® 40 sq ft. filter (circ)
1- Proclear® 15” 60 sq ft. filter 
(hydro)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: Protouch™ Protouch™ Protouch™ Protouch™

LIgHTINg:

multi-coloured LeD lights: waterfall, 
underwater spotlight, cup holder, 
diverters.
White LeD lights, external corners: 
pilot lights

multi-coloured LeD lights: waterfall, 
underwater spotlight, cup holder, 
diverters.
White LeD lights, external corners: 
pilot lights

Illuminated PowerPro® IX Jet,
2 waterfalls, pillows, indicator light, 
and cupholders

Illuminated waterfall, pillows  
and indicator light

PILLOWS: 4 3 4 1

WATERFALLS: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo 
system with Wireless capability 
and Aux 3.5 mm headphone jack 
port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo 
system with Wireless capability 
and Aux 3.5 mm headphone jack 
port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo 
system with Wireless capability 
and Aux 3.5 mm headphone jack 
port; 4 premium speakers,  
a powered subwoofer

BLUeWAVe® 2.0 spa stereo 
system with Wireless capability
and Aux 3.5 mm headphone jack 
port; 4 premium speakers,
a powered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Porcelain

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, silver Pearl, sahara, opal,  
Desert sand, monaco

cOvER: ProLast™ ** ProLast™ ** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

PROLINk™ APP: Included optional optional optional

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 20A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-400™ COLLECTiOn 



PRoFILe sAntoRInI PRo DeLos DeLFI

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 5-6 adults 5 adults 4 adults 4 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: yes yes, 2 yes yes

DIMENSIONS: 235/239 cm x 211/215 cm x 93 cm 230 cm x 215 cm x 90 cm 215 cm x 190 cm x 80 cm 190 cm x 190 cm x 80 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 400 kg 300 kg 250 kg 270 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,510 kg 2,100 kg 1,390 kg 1,440 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,600 litres 1,250 litres 860 litres 700 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 558 kg/m2 479 kg/m2 459kg/m2 460 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
2 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW:  
Pro, Pro sound 

2 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW:  
Pro, Pro sound

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes yes yes: Pro, Pro sound yes: Pro, Pro sound

HEATER: 3.0 kW 3.0 kW 2.0 kW, Pro 3.0 kW 2.0 kW, Pro 3.0 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 31 29 16 16

BLOWERS: 14 14 10 Pro, Pro sound 10 Pro, Pro sound

POWERPRO® FX: 8 11 6 6

POWERPRO® NX2: 13 10 6 6

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 3 3 2 2

POWERPRO® MX2: 1 1 - -

POWERPRO® RX: 6 4 2 2

POWERPRO® BX: - - - -

FILTERS:
external Grid
1 x 100 sq ft filter 
Performance kit (optional)

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter
Performance kit (optional)

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter
Performance kit (optional)

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter
Performance kit (optional)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY®: Pro sound
optional: Delos, Delfi Pro

CLEARRAY®: Pro sound
optional: Delfi, Delfi Pro

cONTROL PANEL: LcD LcD LeD: Delos
LcD: Delos Pro, Pro sound

LeD: Delos
LcD: Delos Pro, Pro sound

LIgHTINg: LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour

PILLOWS: - 3 + 1 optional 3 + 1 optional Pro, Pro sound 2 + 1 optional Pro, Pro sound

AROMATHERAPY: yes yes yes yes

WATERFALL: - 1 1 1

STEREO:
Wireless with 8 speakers, a 
powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible 
speakers, a powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible 
speakers, a powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible speakers, 
a powered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: WooD - teak syntHetIc WooD - Graphite
WooD - teak and Veined oak

syntHetIc WooD - Graphite
WooD - teak and Veined oak

syntHetIc WooD - Graphite
WooD - teak and Veined oak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz

DESiGn
COLLECTiOn

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.120
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PRoFILe sAntoRInI PRo DeLos DeLFI

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 5-6 adults 5 adults 4 adults 4 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: yes yes, 2 yes yes

DIMENSIONS: 235/239 cm x 211/215 cm x 93 cm 230 cm x 215 cm x 90 cm 215 cm x 190 cm x 80 cm 190 cm x 190 cm x 80 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 400 kg 300 kg 250 kg 270 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,510 kg 2,100 kg 1,390 kg 1,440 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,600 litres 1,250 litres 860 litres 700 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 558 kg/m2 479 kg/m2 459kg/m2 460 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
2 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW:  
Pro, Pro sound 

2 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW:  
Pro, Pro sound

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes yes yes: Pro, Pro sound yes: Pro, Pro sound

HEATER: 3.0 kW 3.0 kW 2.0 kW, Pro 3.0 kW 2.0 kW, Pro 3.0 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 31 29 16 16

BLOWERS: 14 14 10 Pro, Pro sound 10 Pro, Pro sound

POWERPRO® FX: 8 11 6 6

POWERPRO® NX2: 13 10 6 6

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 3 3 2 2

POWERPRO® MX2: 1 1 - -

POWERPRO® RX: 6 4 2 2

POWERPRO® BX: - - - -

FILTERS:
external Grid
1 x 100 sq ft filter 
Performance kit (optional)

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter
Performance kit (optional)

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter
Performance kit (optional)

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter
Performance kit (optional)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY®: Pro sound
optional: Delos, Delfi Pro

CLEARRAY®: Pro sound
optional: Delfi, Delfi Pro

cONTROL PANEL: LcD LcD LeD: Delos
LcD: Delos Pro, Pro sound

LeD: Delos
LcD: Delos Pro, Pro sound

LIgHTINg: LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour

PILLOWS: - 3 + 1 optional 3 + 1 optional Pro, Pro sound 2 + 1 optional Pro, Pro sound

AROMATHERAPY: yes yes yes yes

WATERFALL: - 1 1 1

STEREO:
Wireless with 8 speakers, a 
powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible 
speakers, a powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible 
speakers, a powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible speakers, 
a powered subwoofer

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: WooD - teak syntHetIc WooD - Graphite
WooD - teak and Veined oak

syntHetIc WooD - Graphite
WooD - teak and Veined oak

syntHetIc WooD - Graphite
WooD - teak and Veined oak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz

FLoW cIty sPA UnIQUe ALImIA

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 2 adults 2 adults 3 adults 5-6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: 2 side-by-side 2 side-by-side yes -

DIMENSIONS: 200 cm x 200 cm x 81 cm 160 cm x 150 cm x 75 cm 190 cm x 150 cm x 80 cm Ø 212 cm x 90 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 300 kg 220 kg 240 kg 290 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 870 kg 790 kg 1,270 kg 1,940 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 470 litres 470 litres 630 litres 1,370 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 385 kg/m2 350 kg/m2 552 kg/m2 626 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 2 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 2 x 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW

PUMP 2: - - - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes yes - yes

HEATER: 1.5 or 2.0 kW 1.5 or 2.0 kW 2.0 kW 3.0 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 20 20 14 34 classic jets

BLOWERS: - - 10 top Version 12

POWERPRO® FX: 6 6 4 -

POWERPRO® NX2: 8 8 6 -

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: - - 2 -

POWERPRO® MX2: - - - -

POWERPRO® RX: 2 2 2 -

POWERPRO® BX: 4 4 - -

FILTERS:
classic Filtration
1 x 50 sq ft filter

classic Filtration
1 x 50 sq ft filter

classic Filtration
1 x 50 sq ft filter

classic Filtration
2 x 50 sq ft filter

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY®

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD LcD

LIgHTINg: LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour

PILLOWS: - - 3 -

AROMATHERAPY: - - - yes

WATERFALL: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:
Wireless with 4 invisible 
speakers, a powered subwoofer

Wireless with 4 invisible 
speakers, a powered subwoofer Wireless with 4 speakers -

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: AcRyLIc - White WooD - teak and sasha
syntHetIc PAneLs - sahara

WooD - teak and Wengé
syntHetIc PAneLs - sahara
cUstomIsABLe PAneLs

WooD - teak
syntHetIc PAneLs - silverwood

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: White White White, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** 
sunbed Vinyl Leatherette**

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz

DESiGn
COLLECTiOn

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.



J-385™ J-375™ J-365™ J-355™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6-7 adults 5-6 adults 6-7 adults 5-6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes - yes

DIMENSIONS: 231 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm 231 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm 213 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm 213 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 415 kg 407 kg 394 kg 379 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,610 kg 2,601 kg 2,285 kg 2,233 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,893 litres 1,779 litres 1,666 litres 1,514 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 644 kg/m2 642 kg/m2 627 kg/m2 613 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 49 50 44 42

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 - 8 -

POWERPRO® FX: 20 18 19 14

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 4 6 4 4

POWERPRO® NX2: 4 4 4 2

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 4 3 3 3

POWERPRO® MX: 3 5 3 5

POWERPRO® BX: 2 12 - 12

POWERPRO® FXL: 4 2 3 2

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 2 2 2 2

FILTERS:

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD LeD

LIgHTINg: LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

PILLOWS: 4 4 4 3

WATERFALL: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and a  
subwoofer, auxiliary headphone  
jack, UsB port connections and  
standard wireless RF remote

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: 

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl,  
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand,  
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

PROLINk™ APP: optional optional optional optional

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-300™ COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.122
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J-385™ J-375™ J-365™ J-355™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6-7 adults 5-6 adults 6-7 adults 5-6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes - yes

DIMENSIONS: 231 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm 231 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm 213 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm 213 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 415 kg 407 kg 394 kg 379 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,610 kg 2,601 kg 2,285 kg 2,233 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,893 litres 1,779 litres 1,666 litres 1,514 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 644 kg/m2 642 kg/m2 627 kg/m2 613 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 49 50 44 42

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 - 8 -

POWERPRO® FX: 20 18 19 14

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 4 6 4 4

POWERPRO® NX2: 4 4 4 2

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 4 3 3 3

POWERPRO® MX: 3 5 3 5

POWERPRO® BX: 2 12 - 12

POWERPRO® FXL: 4 2 3 2

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 2 2 2 2

FILTERS:

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD LeD

LIgHTINg: LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

PILLOWS: 4 4 4 3

WATERFALL: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and a  
subwoofer, auxiliary headphone  
jack, UsB port connections and  
standard wireless RF remote

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: 

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl,  
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand,  
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

PROLINk™ APP: optional optional optional optional

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A

J-345™ J-335™ J-325™ J-315™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 5-6 adults 4-5 adults 4-5 adults 2-3 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes - yes

DIMENSIONS: 213 cm x 213 cm x 92 cm 213 cm x 213 cm x 92 cm 193 cm x 213 cm x 87 cm 193 cm x 168 cm x 81 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 374 kg 342 kg 312 kg 259 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,114 kg 2,044 kg 1,976 kg 1,318 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,401 litres 1,363 litres 1,363 litres 871 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 619 kg/m2 599 kg/m2 585 kg/m2 556 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: yes - 8 hours yes - 8 hours yes - 24 hours yes - 24 hours

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 39 40 21 21

POWERPRO® FX SMALL: 8 - 4 -

POWERPRO® FX: 19 16 6 8

POWERPRO® FX ROTATIONAL: 4 4 2 2

POWERPRO® NX2: - - - -

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 3 4 5 3

POWERPRO® MX: 3 2 - -

POWERPRO® BX: - 12 - 6

POWERPRO® FXL: 2 2 4 2

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 2 2 1 1

FILTERS:

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

Proclear® Filtration system 
with skimming Weir and  
Procatch™ Bag
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (hydro)
1- Proclear® 60 sq ft filter (circ)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™ CLEARRAY® PROTECT™

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD LeD

LIgHTINg: LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell, 
pillows and cupholders

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell 
and pillows

LeD ProLites™ system: footwell 
and pillows

PILLOWS: 4 4 4 3

WATERFALL: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and 
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone 
jack, UsB port connections and 
standard wireless RF remote

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(mP3/iPod®/Fm/Wireless/Aux 
compatible) with 4 speakers and  
a subwoofer, auxiliary headphone  
jack, UsB port connections and  
standard wireless RF remote

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood, 
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

PRoenDURe - silverwood,  
Roasted chestnut, Brazilian teak

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: 

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, 
sahara, sandstone, Desert sand, 
monaco, midnight, Porcelain, 
caribbean surf

Platinum, opal, silver Pearl, sahara,  
Desert sand, monaco

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

PROLINk™ APP: optional optional optional optional

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A 230 VAc 50Hz 32A
230VAc 50Hz  
minimum 20A  
Recommended 32A

J-300™ COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.



J-280™ J-275™ J-245™ J-235™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6-7 adults 6-7 adults 6-7 adults 6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes - yes

DIMENSIONS: 229 cm x 229 cm x 93 cm 229 cm x 229 cm x 93 cm 214 cm x 214 cm x 92 cm 214 cm x 214 cm x 92 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 401 kg 366 kg 375 kg 326 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,558 kg 2,371 kg 2,153 kg 2,066 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,741 litres 1,590 litres 1,363 litres 1,363 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 516 kg/m2 478 kg/m2 491 kg/m2 516 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*)

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL JETS: 44 45 35 35

cLASSIc WHIRL: 1 - - -

cLASSIc LUXURY: 7 6 5 6

cLASSIc TURBO: - 2 2 2

cLASSIc DIREcT: 8 8 4 4

cLASSIc ROTATIONAL: 6 6 4 4

cLASSIc EURO: 16 14 18 12

cLASSIc PULSATOR: - 6 - 4

cLASSIc MINI: 6 3 2 3

DIvERTER: - - - -

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 1 - - -

AIR cONTROLS: 4 3 3 3

FILTERS:
classic Filtration
1- 95 sq ft filter (hydro) 

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY®

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD LeD

LIgHTINg: classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting

PILLOWS: 4 3 4 3

WATERFALL: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:
BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Platinum Platinum Platinum
Platinum, White Pearlescent;
silver Pearl, opal and midnight are 
available on request

cOvER: Leatherette Leatherette Leatherette Leatherette

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A

J-200™ COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.
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J-280™ J-275™ J-245™ J-235™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6-7 adults 6-7 adults 6-7 adults 6 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes - yes

DIMENSIONS: 229 cm x 229 cm x 93 cm 229 cm x 229 cm x 93 cm 214 cm x 214 cm x 92 cm 214 cm x 214 cm x 92 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 401 kg 366 kg 375 kg 326 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,558 kg 2,371 kg 2,153 kg 2,066 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,741 litres 1,590 litres 1,363 litres 1,363 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 516 kg/m2 478 kg/m2 491 kg/m2 516 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*) 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (2.6 bhp*)

PUMP 2: 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*) 1 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*)

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL JETS: 44 45 35 35

cLASSIc WHIRL: 1 - - -

cLASSIc LUXURY: 7 6 5 6

cLASSIc TURBO: - 2 2 2

cLASSIc DIREcT: 8 8 4 4

cLASSIc ROTATIONAL: 6 6 4 4

cLASSIc EURO: 16 14 18 12

cLASSIc PULSATOR: - 6 - 4

cLASSIc MINI: 6 3 2 3

DIvERTER: - - - -

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: 1 - - -

AIR cONTROLS: 4 3 3 3

FILTERS:
classic Filtration
1- 95 sq ft filter (hydro) 

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY®

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD LeD

LIgHTINg: classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting

PILLOWS: 4 3 4 3

WATERFALL: 1 1 1 1

STEREO:
BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Platinum Platinum Platinum
Platinum, White Pearlescent;
silver Pearl, opal and midnight are 
available on request

cOvER: Leatherette Leatherette Leatherette Leatherette

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A

J-225™ J-215™ J-210™

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 4-5 adults 2-3 adults 4 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: - yes -

DIMENSIONS: 193 cm x 213 cm x 87 cm 193 cm x 168 cm x 81 cm Ø 198 cm x 92 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 255 kg 223 kg 239 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 1,914 kg 1,261 kg 1,412 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,340 litres 833 litres 908 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 483 kg/m2 408 kg/m2 525 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp 2 speed, 1.5 cont hp 2 speed, 2.0 cont hp (3.0 bhp*)

PUMP 2: - - -

HEATER: 2.7 kW 2.7 kW 2.7 kW

TOTAL JETS: 23 19 19

cLASSIc WHIRL: - - -

cLASSIc LUXURY: 2 2 4

cLASSIc TURBO: - - 4

cLASSIc DIREcT: 8 4 -

cLASSIc ROTATIONAL: 4 - -

cLASSIc EURO: - - -

cLASSIc PULSATOR: - 4 -

cLASSIc MINI: 9 9 10

DIvERTER JETS: - - 1

MASSAgE SELEcTORS: - - -

AIR cONTROLS: - - 3

FILTERS:
classic Filtration
1- 95 sq ft filter (hydro) 

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

classic Filtration
1- 50 sq ft filter (hydro)

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY® CLEARRAY®

cONTROL PANEL: LeD LeD LeD

LIgHTINg: classic LeD Lighting classic LeD Lighting -

PILLOWS: 3 1 -

WATERFALL: 1 1 -

STEREO:
BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

BLUeWAVe® spa stereo system 
(Wireless/Aux compatible only) 
with 4 speakers

-

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

silverwood,
Roasted chestnut

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: Platinum Platinum Platinum

cOvER: Leatherette Leatherette Leatherette

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS: 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A 230 VAc 50Hz 20A/30A

J-200™ COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.
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SEATINg cAPAcITY: 6 adults 6-7 adults 7-8 adults 6-7 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: 1 1 - -

DIMENSIONS: 250 cm x 250 cm x 98 cm 257 cm x 219 cm x 98 cm 257 cm x 219 cm x 98 cm Ø 238 cm x 98 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 250 kg 250 kg 200 kg 180 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,350 kg 2,350 kg 1,960 kg 1,840 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,700 litres 1,700 litres 1,430 litres 1,350 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 2,080 kg/m2 2,080 kg/m2 2,063 kg/m2 1,643 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

PUMP 2:

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW  
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW   
threephase

FILTRATION PUMP: 0.75 hp 0.56 kW 0.75 hp 0.56 kW 0.75 hp 0.56 kW 0.75 hp 0.56 kW

HEATINg SYSTEM: Heater 3 or 12 kW
Heat exchanger kcal/l 2.6 or 5

Heater 3 or 12 kW
Heat exchanger kcal/l 2.6 or 5

Heater 3 or 12 kW
Heat exchanger kcal/l 2.6 or 5

Heater 3 or 12 kW
Heat exchanger kcal/l 2.6 or 5

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 38 top 18 Base 34 30 28

BLOWERS: 15 top 16 16 16

POWERPRO® FX LARgE: 6 top 4 Base 6 5 5

POWERPRO® RX: 3 top 2 Base - - -

POWERPRO® FX: 19 top 7 Base 18 17 17

POWERPRO® NX2: 4 top 2 Base 10 8 6

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 4 top 3 Base - - -

POWERPRO® MX2: 2 top - - -

POWERPRO® RX: 3 top 2 Base - - -

FILTRATION AND FILTERS:
external Grid

sand Filter 11 m3/h

external Grid

sand Filter 11 m3/h

external Grid

sand Filter 11 m3/h

external Grid

sand Filter 11 m3/h

SPA PAck: single or threephase single or threephase single or threephase single or threephase

cONTROL PANEL: Piezoelectric Piezoelectric Piezoelectric Piezoelectric

LIgHTINg: LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour LeD multicolour

AROMATHERAPY: yes (top) yes yes yes

INSTALLATIONS: In-ground In-ground In-ground In-ground

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum White, cobalt, Platinum

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS:
eU: 380/415V 3F+n
220/240V F+n

eU: 380/415V 3F+n
220/240V F+n

eU: 380/415V 3F+n
220/240V F+n

eU: 380/415V 3F+n
220/240V F+n

PROFESSiOnAL
COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.126
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PRoFILe PRo LoDGe L LoDGe m LoDGe s

SEATINg cAPAcITY: 5-6 adults 5-6 adults 4-5 adults 2-3 adults

LOUNgE SEATINg: yes 1 - 1

DIMENSIONS: 235/239 cm x 211/215 cm x 93 cm 223 cm x 211 cm x 90 cm 200 cm x 185 cm x 90 cm 185 cm x 165 cm x 90 cm

DRY WEIgHT: 350 kg 348 kg 260 kg 245 kg

TOTAL FILLED WEIgHT: 2,460 kg 2,168 kg 1,360 kg 1,195 kg

AvERAgE SPA vOLUME: 1,600 litres 1,420 litres 880 litres 750 litres

FLOOR LOAD: 547 kg/m2 550 kg/m2 453 kg/m2 488 kg/m2

PUMP 1: 

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW
threephase

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW 1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW

PUMP 2:

1 speed, 2.5 hp/1.8 kW
single-phase
1 speed, 3 hp/2.2 kW
threephase

- - -

FILTRATION PUMP: 0.75 hp 0.56 kW - - -

cIRcULATION PUMP: - yes yes yes

HEATINg SYSTEM: Heater 3 or 12 kW
Heat exchanger kcal/l 2.6 or 5 - - -

HEATER: - 3.0 kW 2.0 kW 2.0 kW

TOTAL POWERPRO® JETS: 31 - - -

TOTAL cLASSIc JETS: - 24 Hydro, Hydro + Blower 20 Hydro, Hydro + Blower 16 Hydro, Hydro + Blower

LUXURY cLASSIc JETS: - 5 7 3

DIREcT cLASSIc JETS: - 9 6 5

MINI cLASSIc JETS: - 2 3 -

PULSATOR cLASSIc JETS: - 8 4 8

BLOWERS: 14 14 Blower, Hydro + Blower 12 Blower, Hydro + Blower 10 Blower, Hydro + Blower

POWERPRO® FX: 8 - - -

POWERPRO® NX2: 13 - - -

POWERPRO® FX LARgE ROTATIONAL: 3 - - -

POWERPRO® MX2: 1 - - -

POWERPRO® RX: 6 - - -

FILTRATION AND FILTERS:
external Grid

sand Filter 11 m3/h
cartridge cartridge cartridge

SPA PAck: single or threephase - - -

WATER MANAgEMENT SYSTEM: -

cassette skimmer,  
cartridge filter 1 x 50 sq fta
opt. CLEARRAY®,
Performance Kit

cassette skimmer,  
cartridge filter 1 x 50 sq ft
opt. CLEARRAY®,
Performance Kit

cassette skimmer,  
cartridge filter 1 x 50 sq ft
opt. CLEARRAY®,
Performance Kit

cONTROL PANEL: Piezoelectric top side LeD top side LeD top side LeD

LIgHTINg: LeD multicolour LeD (Polychrome) LeD (Polychrome) LeD (Polychrome)

AROMATHERAPY: yes yes yes yes

INSTALLATIONS: Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground Above ground or in-ground

cABINETRY: WooD - teak
syntHetIc WooD - Graphite syntHetIc WooD - silverwood syntHetIc WooD - silverwood syntHetIc WooD - silverwood

AcRYLIc cOLOUR SHELLS: White, cobalt, Platinum White, Platinum White, Platinum White, Platinum

cOvER: Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette** Vinyl Leatherette**

ELEcTRIcAL REqUIREMENTS:
eU: 380/415V 3F+n
220/240V F+n 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz 220-240 VAc 50/60Hz

PROFESSiOnAL
COLLECTiOn 

*Pump input or brake horsepower (bhp) is the actual horsepower delivered to the pump shaft. source: Itt Goulds Pumps, centrifugal Pump Fundamentals.
**cover options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
nOTE: All dimensions are approximate. spa Volume is based on average fill. specifications are subject to change without notice.
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J-500™, J-400™, J-300™, J-200™ & J-LX® COLLECTION

DESIgN COLLECTION, PROFESSIONAL & LODgE 
COLLECTION SHELL COLOURS

sHeLL coLoURs
once you’ve chosen a hot tub to suit your needs perfectly, you can finish the shell in a wide range of colours 
and materials. ensuring your hot tub is everything you need in style and design... as well as performance.

except J-415™, J-315™, J-200™

except city™ spa, Flow

PORCELAIN

PLATINUM WHITE

except J-415™, J-315™, J-200™

except city™ spa, Flow, 
Unique

Lodge only

SANDSTONE

COBALT WHITE PEARLESCENT

except J-200™

SILvER PEARL

except J-300™, J-200™

DESERT SAND PLATINUM

except J-495™, J-200™

OPAL

except J-495™, J-415™, J-315™, 
J-200™

MIDNIgHT WHITE PEARLESCENT

J-235™ only

colour options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.
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CURvALUXTM

SYNTHETIC WOOD

WOOD

ACRYLIC CUSTOMISABLE PANELS

FInIsHInGs

SILvERWOOD

SILvERWOOD

I.S. WHITE

ROASTED CHESTNUT

TEAK

BRAzILIAN TEAK

TEAK

gRAPHITE

TEAK vEINED OAK SASHA

J-500™

J-400™, J-300™, J-200™, 
Lodge

DesIGn coLLectIon
Unique only

DesIGn coLLectIon
Flow only

J-500™

J-400™ (except J-495™), 
J-300™, J-200™, J-LX®, 
J-LXL®, Lodge

DesIGn coLLectIon
Unique only

DesIGn coLLectIon
city™ spa and Unique only

J-400™, J-300™, J-LX®, 
J-LXL®

DesIGn coLLectIon
Profile only

DesIGn coLLectIon
except city™ spa, Flow, 
Unique

DesIGn coLLectIon
city™ spa, Delfi, Delos,
and santorini Pro only

DesIGn coLLectIon
Delfi, Delos, and
santorini Pro only

DesIGn coLLectIon
city™ spa only

Finishing options may vary from country to country. Please check with local retailer.

ROASTED CHESTNUT

WENgé
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STANDARD vINYL FABRIC

PROLASTTM

PROLASTTM EXTREME

Hot tUB coVeRs
make protecting your investment both stylish and simple.

standard covers offer basic protection, helping to maintain heat and keep debris out of your hot tub.

engineered for durability from superior marine-grade material, Jacuzzi® ProLast™ covers are 25% lighter

for easier handling and add a premium touch to your outdoor decor.

Jacuzzi® ProLast™ extreme covers are made from superior marine-grade material, offering the greatest

weight-load bearing capacity, the highest density foam, and are pitched to encourage run-off of rain and snow.

SILvERWOOD ICE SUNBEDPLATIN

gREY

gREY

BORDEAUX WHITE

BLACK

BLACK

SIENNA

SIENNA

cover options may vary from country to country. please check with local retailer.
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AccessoRIes
FoR yoUR JAcUzzI® Hot tUB

your new Jacuzzi® hot tub is not complete without some essential accessories that help you adapt to 
your new hot tub lifestyle more easily. customise your hot tub area and create an exclusive space that 
is practical but also exquisite in garden furniture design. 

Don’t forget to look for some matching steps that will help you enter and exit your hot tub safely, a 
suitable cover lifter to help you lift your cover off and on really quickly, some Jacuzzi® sanitiser to keep 
your warm water clean and of course some lovely fluffy Jacuzzi® bathrobes to keep you warm as you 
cross your garden! 
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cUstomeR seRVIce AnD
on-GoInG commItment

SHOWROOMS
When you have an idea of the hot tub 
model that will suit your needs, you 
can see the real thing on your near-
est showroom. our experienced sales 
force will then take you through the 
purchase process and in many instances 
give you’re the opportunity to try out 
hot tubs in demonstration areas.

DELIvERY
once you have selected the hot 
tub you can arrange for it to be 
delivered… this part of the process 
involves us scoping out the fitting 
area, the location of your home  
and the logistics of bringing the tub 
to you.

FITTINg
After the electrical work & level 
base have been completed, Jacuzzi® 
will send their expert fitter to  
connect the hot tub to its  
designated power source. they will 
then fill the tub to the right level 
and then demonstrate the correct 
way to use it.  



for product installation, always refer to the technical manuals and instructions manuals available for download from  
www.jacuzzi.eu

©2016 jacuzzi® Hot Tubs. all rights reserved. jacuzzi® is a registered trademark of jacuzzi® inc. used with permission. all other 
brands, product names, company names, trade names, trademarks and service marks used are the property of their respective 
owners. Specifications may change without notice. Dimensions are approximate.

AFTERCARE
With the hot tub installed and  
being used at your leisure. it’s  
good to know that Jacuzzi® is 
always on hand to deal with any 
questions, offer tips and recommend 
the best ways to keep your unit  
running smoothly.

WARRANTY
All our hot tubs carry a standard 2 
year warranty to provide you with 
superb peace of mind.

the 2 year warranty is for eU coun-
tries only. For other markets please 
check with local retailer.

CHEMICALS

Jacuzzi® offer a range of exceptional 
chemicals and accessories that not 
only come highly recommended  
but help our hot tubs to keep  
performing at their best, more of  
the time.
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jacuzzi.eu jacuzzi.frjacuzzi.co.uk

the beSt MoMent oF  the DAY.®




